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Opinion permits media
to observe, film election
!JYKEVIN PATTON
Editor in Chief

An attorney general's opinion
released Monday clarifies a
state law that caused many problems in the city's September
wet/dry election, and could have
caused problems statewide in
Tuesday's general election.
The opinion by David Ashley,
assistant attorney general,
gives the media the right to
have access to the polling place
in order to photograph and
observe the election.
Kentucky Revised Statute
117.235 (1} came into question
when Teresa Rushing,
Calloway County clerk, pro·
hibited members of the news
media from entering the polling
area under provisions of this
law.
KRS 117.235 (1) says, "No
person other than the election
officers and challengers, shall
be permitted within the voting
room while the vote is being
polled, except for the purpose of
voting,or except by the authori·

ty of the election officers to keep
'order and enforce the law."
In the opinion, Ashley said
Rushing was correct in her
strict and literal interpretation
of the law; however such an interpretation is an infringement
on the pr ess' First Amendment
rights.
"While we think a literal interpretation of KRS 117.235 (1)
is facially correct, we at the
same time recognize and
believe that there are certain
First Amendment rights
guaranteed by the United
States Constitution which must
be given due consideration in
the application of this statute,"
Ashley said.
"We do not believe that a
literal interpretation of KRS
117.235 (1) serves the interest of
the state or of the public, and
works as an abridgement of the
right of the media to gather and
disseminate news," Ashley
said.
"While the state has a very
real and sufficient interest in
insuring the integrity of the

electoral process," Ashley said,
•·we do not flnd that the entrance of the news media into
t he polling place for the limited
purpose of filming the voting
process is such an intrusion as
to disrupt peace, order and
decorum at t he polling place."
While members of the media
will be allowed to film and
observe the voting process, they
will not be allowed to interview
prospective voters or those who
have just voted or do anything
that would disrupt the voting
process, Ashley said.
"We emphasize also that the
right of bonafide members of
t he media to have access to the
polling place must be counter·
balanced by the voters' right to
exercise their franchise without
distraction, interruption or
harassment," Ashley said.
While the opinion clears up
the matter for the time being, it
does not really settle the matter, Rushing said. because the
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Sample Ballot Gtneral Election
tfgy. s. 1988

' ",·

President and VICe Presfdent ofthe lkllled Slates
0 George Bush and Dan Quayle, Republican Party
o Michael S. Oukakis and Lloyd Bentsen, Democratic Party
a David E. Duke and F1oyd 0. Patker, Populist Party
a Ron Paul and Andre Marrou, Ubettarian Party
0 Lenora Fulani and Mamie Moore. New Alliance Party

taded Stares RepreuntatM"' ~

o Carrol Hubbald, Jr.• Demoerettc Party
0 Charles E. Hatchett, Independent

State Senator

,

·~

~

0 Greg Higdon, Democratic Party

State Aepreeentltlvt
0 Freed Curd, Democrat;; Party
Independent Membn Of 8olrd of EducaUon, Cly of lbnty
a Sid Easley
0 Sally Alexander
a John R. Weatherly
0 WUiiam (BIR) L. AJibrltten
Hugh A; NOffsinger ,.. ,
ConstitUtiOnal Amendment No: 1
a Shan section 226 of the COnstRution be amended to provide
that the General Assembly may establish a Kentucky state
lottery; to be conducted in cooperation wlh other states; and
that any iottetY so established shaH be operated by or on
behal of the Commonwealh of KentUcky?

a

ConltllutlafW ~·No.2

OSQal Section 19 of the Constlution be amended to pr:ovlde
that in any Instrument heretofore or hereafter executed
purporting to sever the surface and mineral estates or to
grant a mineral estate Of a right to extract minerals, which
tails to state in specific terms the said instrument contains
language subordinating the surface estate, ft shall be held,
the of the parties to the Instrument was that the coal be
extracted only by the methods of commercial coal extraction
commonly known to be in use In the area affected at the time
the Instrument was executed, and that the mineral estate be
dominant to the surface estate for the purposes of coal
extraction commonly kno\VIl to be in use In the area affected
at the time .the instrument was executed?

University, classes, most services
closed Tuesday for Election Day
Track Deli and Hart Hall Deli
will be closed, however.
Public safety officers will be
on duty Tuesday and the
All University classes will be dispatch office will also be open,
dismissed Tuesday and all ad- but the business office will be
ministrative offices will be closed. People wanting to ask
closed.
questions about parking tickets
Winslow Cafeteria will must wait until Wednesday.
Student health services will
operate at its regular hours and
the- Stables will be open from 4 be closed, and aU University
p.m. to 7 p . m . The libraries !'Waterfield and Pogue)
Thoroughbred Room, Fast will be closed.

Most of the services at Mur·
ray State University will be
closed Tuesday for election day.

INSIDE
Kentuckians
vote on broad form
~--:---

will

deed amendment

2

Hugh Houston wins Mr. MSU

9

Poll says Bush favored by students
Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

Fab Four-gery
TWO MEMBERS OF 1964 as the Beatles perform at Love« Auditorium for Parent's Weekend. The
group performed hits from the Fab Four. " George" and " John" perform one of the Beetles' hits.
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Election may end
state strip mining
By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer
Kentuckians will have the opportunity to vote on two propos·
ed amendments to the state con·
stitution Nov. 8.
The first one is more familiar
as the lottery proposal, but the
second proposed amendment,
dealing with the broad form
deed, is more obscure because it
does not effect many people in
this region.
A broad form deed is the legal
instrument used to separate the
ownership of surface land from
the ownership of the minerals
underneath it.
These deeds were generally
used between 1880 and 1930 to
buy mineral rights in eastern
Kentucky, where there are
large deposits of coal, according
to a report by Kentuckians for
the Commonwealth (KFTC).
KFTC i s a statewide
organizaton with more than
2,250 members that is involved
in many issues. Its campaign to
win voter approval of amend·
ment two is one of its top
priorities, according to the
report.
Under these deeds, lan·
downers kept the ownership of
the land while the new mineral
owners, such as speculators and
out-of-state energy companies,
gained ownership of the
minerals in the ground.
Broad form deeds became a
source of controversy in the
1950's with the introduction of
strip mining.
Coal companies interpreted
the deeds to allow them to mine
the coal by . any means
necessary or convenient.
But landowners argued that
they still owned the land and
did not sell the right to destroy

their soil, crops, buildings and
homes for the companiea to obtain coal.
When these deeds were sign·
ed, only deep-mining methods
were used in the area for digg·
ing coal, said Lucinda Martin, a
Murray State student from
easter n Kentucky, and a
member of Calloway Countians
in Favor of Amendment Two.
"When strip mining came
along, it was much more
damaging," said Martin, a
senior art education major from
Knott County.
"They (the coal companies)
knock homes down and bulldoze
farm land,'' she said. "They get
it the way that is most pro·
fitable for them."
The Calloway County group is
basically trying to educate people in this area about the possi·
ble changes in the constitution,
Martin said.
It has spoken to several
organizations on campus and is
using the local media to further
inform the public. They held
public forums both in the Curris
Center and at the Callowav
·
County Public Library.
"We are endorsed by both the
Young Democrats and College
Republicans and by Pi Sigma
Alpha, a political science honor
society," Martin said.
"This is not a political issue
between Democrats and
Republicans," Martin said. This
was evident when Kentucky
legislators unanimously voted
(138.0) to put the amendment
on the ballot.
The broad form deed constitu·
tiona! amendment is also en·
dorsed by Calloway County
Judge Executive George Weaks
as well as both Democrats and
See AMENDMENT TWO
Page 6

Say AHHH!

Pf\Oio by TIM NOLCOX

AN ART STUDENT showed off his big mouth In the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery during a costume
show Friday night. The costume was called " An Orthodontist 's Dream."

Upward Bound students take
steps to get higher education
By MONICA MURPHY
having the experience of hving trips, stipends and various
in the residence halls.
other small incentives. Trips
Staff Writer
The purpose of the Murray
To be eligible, a student must are taken to places such as
State Upward Bound program be at least a junior in high Opryland in Nashville,
is "to provide high achievers school, come from a limited· Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati,
with academic and personal income familv, be a first· and Panama City, Fla.
suppport services to ensure suc- generation college student or be
While enabling student!: to
cess in high school and enroll· physically disabled.
visit places they may not have
ment in college," said Dr. Bar·
visited before, the trips combine
The program serves students education with fun. "We work
bara Keel, director of the Up·
from Ballard. Calloway. Carli· hard and we play hard," Keel
ward Bound program.
sle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, ::;aid.
Keel said they take this pur· Marshall and McCracken
pose one step further. " We counties.
''It's a neat program. No·one I
strive to reach a very high goal
know who's in it is disap·
and go beyond it."
Seventy-five high school pointed," said Clint Rollins, a
students are now allowed in the junior at Calloway County High
The program is designed to program, but the limit will soon
give students who would nor- be expanded to 80 when Murray School.
mally not have a chance to go to High School joins the program.
"It's fun education," Rollins
college the opportunity to do so.
said. "After a while, you don't
''The students seem to love it, think of it as a program, but as
Upward Bound stresses educa- although we work them hard," a family."
tion, Keel said. The students in· said Dr. Keel. "We're trying to
volved must be dedicated teach them to be college
Parents are not forgotten
because they must give up two students and learn either.
Saturdays a month during the responsibility."
"Most parents are very supschool year and seven weeks
during the summer to spend at
"I'm glad I did it, even though portive and want their children
Murray State, she said.
I was kind of scared at f'trst," to succeed," Keel said.
said Carla Miller, a former Up· "Sometimes, however, we have
to educate the parents before we
During the seven weeks in the ward Bound student.
can educate the children. We
summer, students learn about
Other than the college ex- have to assure them that it is a
scholarships, financial aid, admissions and housing, while perience, the program offers well·supervised program."

Students Henderson, Walton
die in separate traffic accidents
Michael Wayne Henderson,
a sophomore from Eddyville,
died in a traffic accident. Oct.
22, and Dean Walton, a senior
from Elkton, died in a traffic
accident Saturday.
Police Chief Bill Craig said
Henderson was eastbound on
the Pert Authority Road in
Lyon County when he lost
control of his car as he ap·
proached the KY 93
intersection.
Craig said Henderson's car
went across KY 93 and struck
a guard rail causing it to flip
over and land upside down in
a creek bed. The vehicle bum·
ed. He estimated the accident
occurred between 4:30 and
4:45a.m.
Craig said Lyon County
Coroner Kyle Dunn pronounced Henderson dead at the
scene about 6 a.m. Oct. 22.
Services for Henderson
were Oct. 24 at Dunn's Mor·
tuary in Eddyvile with burial
services in Blue Springs
Cemetery in Caldwell
County.
Henderson was a member of
Bible Baptist Church in Lyon
County.

Walton died at 7:15a.m. at
WeRtern Baptist Hospital in
Paducah after l:lustnining
multiple head and chest in·
juries in a traffic accident
Saturday at 3:53 a.m.
Calloway County Deputy
Sheriff Pat Paschall said
Walton was southbound on
U.S. Highway 641 North, two
miles from Murray, when he
loRt control of his four-wheeldrive pickup. ran off the four·
lane highway, was airborne
for about 60 feet and then flip·
pcd another 440 feet before
landing in the median.
Walton was alone in the
vehicle, Paschall said. He was
taken to Murray-Callaway
County Hospital and transferred to Western Baptist
Hospital where he died.
Funeral services were Mon·
day at West Side Church of
Christ in Elkton. Burial ser·
vices were in Belmont
Cemetery, Allensville with
arrangements by Latham
Funeral Home, Elkton.
Walton was vice president
of the Interfraternity Council
and secretary of Alpha Gam·
ma Rho. He was also presi·
dent of the All-Greek Council.
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GEORGE LONG II, a 1968 graduate of Murray State, Is presented the Distinguished Achievement
Award'Oct . 1 by Douglas Myers, president of the Alumni Society of the College of Business and
Public Affairs.

Long honored by award
for career achievements
By JANIE M. STEPHEN
Staff Writer

George Long II of Benton was
awarded the Distinguished
Achievement Award by the College of Business and Public Af·
fairs Alumni Society Oct. 1.
Long, a 1968 graduate of Murray State, said he was surprised
to receive the award~ especially
when there were more deserving people than himself.
Long said he was tricked by
his wife and friends into receiv·
ing the award.
"1 was told that the award
was for my law partner and that
we were coming to Murray to
receive it with him," Long said.
"1 didn't find out until we were
almost here that the award was
for me."
Long was presented the plaque at the Homecoming game
by the alumni society's president, Doug Myers.
The award was first presented
in 1987 to Robert Burton. Long
is the second recipient.
"The alumni society selects
someone who is a Murray State
graduate, recognized in their

field as an outstanding performer and has achieved
recognition in their field or area
of work," said Bonnie McNeely,
coordinator of the college's
alumni outreach program.
The decision process occurs
when three members of the
board of directors give a
nominee's name to the Murray
State Board of Regents. If the
Board approves the name then
their name goes on to the
awards committee, which
makes the final decision.
Long, a 1971 graduate of the
University of Kentucky School
of Law, is currently serving as
president of the Kentucky Bar
Association. He is also a partner in the law firm of Long '\nd
Perry.
Long has been a membf'r of
the Board of Governors and has
served as chairman of the probate committee of the Kentucky
Bar Association. He is a former
president of the Murray State
Alumni Association and the
Lions Club.
In addition to his business
and finance degree from Murray State, Long also received

The Wall Street Journal award
as an outstanding finance student, was a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi and is a member of
t he Sigma Chi fraternity.
"My business background at
Murray State ·was excellent for
my career in the law office,"
Long said.
Long said he encourages all
students wanting to pursue a
law degree to do more than excel in scholastics while in Jaw
RChool.
"You must get involved in the
legal community and work with
the law clerks and the prosecutions office. You must get out
among the lawyers and the community and socialize," he said.
Long said alumni are not doing enough to assist Murray
State. "We all need to support
higher education everywhere
because it is in a crunch.
"We (the alumni) should ask
not what the University can do
for us, but what we can do for
the University. Those who
received a degree from Murray
State s hould try to give
something back." Long said.

TV-11 to telecast election coverage
By JESSE JACKSON

much the same as it was then -

Staff Writer

just exit polling.

The Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi
and Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
broadcasting society, with MSU
TV-11 will be covering the
presidential election in
Calloway County Tuesday.

But, things will be somewhat
different this election because
of a U.S. district judge's ruling
on the "500-foot" law.
The law says that " ...in no
case shall electioneering or exit
polling be allowed within five
hundred (500) feet of any entrance to a building in which a
voting machine is located if that
entrance is unlocked and is us·
ed by voters."
U.S. District Judge Charles
Allen struck down this law saying it was unconstitutional.
This means media are now
allowed tO conduct exit polls

"All three of our cameras will
be out covet'ing different voting
sites and doing exit polls here in
Murray," said JeffTurley, MSU
TV-11 news director.
Turley , who wa s an
undergraduate during the
presidential election of 1984,
said the coverage will be pretty

within the 500-foot zone.
During the wet/dry election
earlier this semester, Turley
challenged the law and sent
cameras to several precincts,
and the reporters were asked to
leave.
Since the ruling has widened
media coverage, MSU TV-11,
The Murray State News, and
other state media will be able to
get election information
quicker.
. Todd Ross, president of Sigma
Delta Chi, was in high school
during the 1984 presidential
election, but was news editor on
The Murray State News during
last year's gubernatorial race.
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Education needs solid support
With Election Day drawing near,
Kentuckians will be asked to vote on
an amendment that would allow for
t he establishment of a stateoperated lottery.

because of possible ill effects of
gambling. This opinion should not
affect the vote.
It should be the choice of the individual to participate or not to participate in the lottery - or in
The Murray State News is in favor anything, for that matter. The opof this amendment.
tion should be presented to all.
Although we do support the lotMany opponents ask why a lottery
tery,
we do not believe that the lotshould be established. Why not?
tery will be the panacea for the
financial woes of this state's
The lottery would provide addi- unstable educational system, as
tional revenue for the state and many proponents of the lottery
entertainment for residents who would lead the public to believe.
wished to participate.
A concrete plan with concrete
fiscal
figures should be constructed
Many residents purchase lottery
t ickets from surrounding states such to save our schools.
as Illinois and Missouri, so it is evi- Education is far too important to
dent that there is an interest within be funded by "estimations" and
the state. Kentuckians should spend "possiblities." It could receive the
that money within our borders.
short end of the funding stick, after Education would be last, getting
the lottery prize money and ad- t he "leftovers." Being last is a posiSome opponents view the lottery ministrative costs have taken their tion we should fight, not accept.
as a negative influence on the state share of profits.
The lottery should provide "ex-

tras" for the state budget, not
become the cornerstone of our educational system. That is something
Kentucky definitely cannot afford.

FEEDBACK------Ame.~dment

to give protection
to state landowners; vote 'yes'
To the Editor:
On Election Day voters will be asked
to make a dec1sion on Amendment Two
to the Kentucky Constitution.
This amendment would hmit the
abuses of the broad form deed. These
deeds have allowed coal companies to
strip mme land which they do not own.
What they do own is the coal beneath the
land.
Amendment Two would still allow the
compames to get their coal, but they
would have to use deep mining (the only
type of mining used when the deeds were
signed) unless the surface owner agreed
to allow strip mining. This would stop
unscrupulous coal companies from
buUdozing people's homes and farmland
against their will.

True friendship should be cherished
Friends:
Friendship - a strong word yet
very fragile. A true friend is with you
through the good and the bad. A true
friend knows things about you that no
one else knows. A tt"Ue friend is hard
to find, but a true fr iend is forever.

Kentucky is the only state which still
allows these deeds to be used in t his way.
Furt hermore, this is not a political
issue. The legislation to place this
amendment on the ballot was passed
unanimously, by all the Democrats and
all the Republicans in the Kentucky
House of Representatives a nd Senate.
These deeds have affected mainly the
eastern part of our state. However, all
Kentuckians will vote on this issue since To the Editor:
we must amend the Constitution to stop
I would like to take this opportunity to
these abuses.
thank everyone who was involved in
Kentucky has a chance to catch up making this year's eighth annual Mr.
with the rest of the country a nd protect MSU pageant a great success.
Its landowners. Vote 'yes' on AmendThanks go to the organizations who
ment 1\vo.
nominated a contestant and purchased
an advertisement. I would also like to
J ay Her ndon thank all the &.rea merchants who
Graduate student donated prizes and bought ad space.
Thanks contestants! You took tune out
from your ousy schedules to help Alpha
Omicron Pi with our fundraiser Patrons

ty election by a margin of one vote.
Charles Evans Hughes would have
One of the strengths of Murray State is defeated Woodrow Wilson tn 1916 if one
the emphasis on involv.<.!ment - in your voter in each California district had
own learning, with academic depart- voted for him.
ments and in campus organizations. In·
volvement extends beyond the campus
and, most importantly, to your govern- It might. not seem urgent as you strugment. Please take the time to vote on gle to maintatn your grades, work and
Nov. 8. One vote - your vote - does participate in campus events. Just as
make a difference. A recent publication your involvement ma kes a difference on
used the following fact to illustrate that this campus, voting is involvement in
one person's vote can make a difference: our system of government. Please take
time to vote on Tuesday.
• Since 1872, eight presidents went to
the White House with less than a major ity of the popular vote. Adolph Hitler was
Kala M. Stroup
elected leader of the Nazis in a 1932 parPresident

Eddie

Pageant director thanks all participants

Stroup stresses need to vote in election
To the Students:

Take time each day to thank t he
Lord for your true friends. I will from
now on. And, more important, take
time to be a tr ue friend. I will from
now on. DEAN, 1 MISS YOU.

News
Kevin Patton
Editor·in·Chior

Todd Ross

Cathy Davenport

N•w• EdJtor

Campuo Lifo Editor
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Vtewpoint Ed11A>t'

Sports Edttoc

111 Wll11on Hall
2801 Univuelty Station
Murray Stat.. Unh·erally
Murny. Ky. 42071
762-4488 7fi.44 78

of the pageant are also given special
thanks.
In add1t1on, on behalf of the Delta
Omega chapter of AOPi, I extend my
sincere appreciation to all who where in
attendance at the pageant. Your con·
tinued support and participation arc
directed toward a worthy cause, the Arthdtis Research Foundation.
Thanks to all who help to uphold the
excellent t radition of the Mr. MSU
pageant at our University.
Huong Dinh
Director, Mr MSU
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Loss of a friend shows importance of relationships
Euerything that liues
Liue.'l not alone
Nor for itself.
William Blake

"All life is terminal,'' says Dr.
Haddon Robinson, former
general director of the Christian Medical Society. "Some arrive at the terminal before they
know it."
That's a determinedly direct
way to say that death remains
literally a heartbeat away for
all of us. That jolt of reality hits
closest to home at the sudden
death of a close friend or family
member.

As the tragic news sank in
that day, I remembered my first
contact with Dean. We met in
Ross Meloan's office in Ordway
Hall to drive to Nashville with
Dr. Pat Brown, president-elect
of the National Interfraternity
Conference (and an alumnus of
Murray State).
During that trip to the airport, Dean and I spent the en·
tire time talking about our
fraternities and our future
plans.

We crossed paths many times
after that night: around cam·
pus, at the Alpha Gamma Rho
house (where Dean had served
The impact of that loss makes as secretary), in restaurants.
us think long and hard about
Whatever the situation, Dean
our own mortality.
had a special way of energizing
Saturday morning, Dean the crowd around him, introduc·
Walton, vice president of the In- ing himself to those he did not
terfraternity Council, apparent- yet know and dra\ving out the
ly fell asleep while driving to best from those whom he knew
Murray on U.S. Highway 641, well.
losing control ' of his truck and
Less than two weeks ago,
flipping over into the median.
Dean came to my apartment in
He died approximately three Richmond Hall during our staff
hours later at Western Baptist meeting to retrieve the calen·
dar book that he had left the
Hospital in Paducah.

Citizens encouraged to vote
Five days and counting ...
the election of the next president of the United States and
the leader of the free world
will take place this Tuesday.
Many people are apathetic,
unfortunately. Many people
say they do not want to vote
, in this election. The pollsters
are predicting the lowest
voter turnout since Calvin
Coolidge was elected in 1923.
Less than 50 percent of eligible voters bothered to vote
during that election.
But 1 wonder if these
aspects are really at the root
of the problem with Election
'88.
There are some people who
have not yet decided who to
vote for, with only five days to
go! People complain that the
candidates do not address the
issues; that they do not know
where the candidates stand
on the issues. Some voters say
they have not heard enough
to convince them that either
candidate is worth
supporting.
Come on people, get real! If
you really wanted to know
where a candidate stands on
the issues, you could find out.
All you had to do was
subscribe to one of the many
newspapers throughout the
country.
Take the Memphis·based
Commercial Appeal, for example. It was invaluable in helping me make my decision. The
paper ran a two-page article
which emphasized the issues
and positions of each candidate, before the primaries
were even over.
Are we deaf or what? Is
anyone listening?
If we sit back and complain
because we have not heard
the candidates discuss the

COMMENTARY
by
Mark
Browder
issues, we are indeed kidding
ourselves. We are engaging in
the worst form of negativism
ourselves, denial. We deny
that we have any responsibility in this election by blaming
everything on the candidates.
We, and the candidates
themselves, are still trying to
paint the opposing side as
something which it is not.
Bush is not Ronald Reagan
and Dukakis is not Jimmy
Carter. Let them stand on
their own merits.
In addition, we must not
vote for one candidate
because he seems to be winning. Yes, that may sound silly, but there are some people
who actually intend to do just
that . They follow the
zeitgeist, "the general intellectual, moral and cultural
climate of the era." Some do
whatever is popular, so they
can be popular.
Whatever happened to doing what is right?
Whoever the winner is, he
deserves to win. But we, as
voters, should not allow the
media's erp.phasis on polls
determine who we will support. I am glad to see that
both candidates are putting
little emphasis on polls. At
least they understand, as
Dukakis said, "Polls don't
vote, you do."
This could be the most important election in our
lifetime. Vote!

COMMENTARY
by
john
hawks
night before, during an informal meeting of fraternity officers. That interruption marked my last contact with Dean
Walton.
In America, we have conveniently constructed a society
that denies the reality of death.
We isolate our senior citizens in
nursing homes to wait for the
inevitable; visits to hospital pa·
tients seem strained and
labored.
~o one in our country ever
dies; rather, he passes on,
ceases to be with us, leaves to
visit heaven or has been called
home.
Sudden occurrences like
Dean's death, however, do not
leave us much time to shelter
our discomfort. Instead, we

must fttce squarely the fact
that, while we believe ourselves
invincible and immortal, we are
really very mortal and
vulnerable.

dreds of his friends - fraternity
and sorori t y members,
classmates and administrators
- made the drive to Elkton for
his services.

Dean's relatively short life
reminds us that we must give
Ow· differences dissolved as
all that we have, here and now, we shared memories, grieved
to lead active, passionate lives. over our loss, cried together and
resolved to go on. Whatever our
Our friendships should background or beliefs, the
become more valuable than mourners who formed the
before, because each missed op·
portunity to provide a compli- miles.long funeral procession
ment, a smile or warm embrace were just persons touched in a
special way by Dean's life.
may never be claimed again.
Echoing psychologist Leo
Buscaglia, Dean would have
told us that death is nothing to
fear so long as we understand
that "each moment has a life
unto itself, with as much
possibility for joy and happiness
as we are willing to bring to it."

As the days roll on and the
semester ends, our feelings of
s orrow will fade as well.
Through the rest of our lives,
though, we will recall the way
Dean lived with freedom, with
abundant joy and with concern
for others.

Only when we accept this
challenge can we feel free to
live, and free to mourn the loss
of our friend , and free to dry the
tears and go on.
Monday, Dean's death even
proved a force of unity, as hun-

These parts of him will remain forever a part of us.
A memorial service for Dean
will take place on Wednesday at
7:30p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.

Resident angered by farm conditions
To the Editor:
I was disturbed by the rationalizations used by officals
concerning the inadequate
shelter given horses at Murray
State. Apparently, these are the
reasons conditions do not
improve.
In the Oct. 28 issue of The
Murray State News, Jim Davis
said, "If we had bad severe
weather, we'd have opened (a
shed) up.'' Two or three winters
ago, the temperature in Murray
got down to 16 below zero. Last
summer was one of the hottest
on record. Just what is "severe"

weather?
Terry Canerdy said, "When
(horses) are in their normal
habitat, they don't have any
shelter." However, a paddock
out in the open is not a horse's
normal habitat. When it is pen·
ned up, it cannot seek shelter as
range horses do.
Jim Arrigon said, "I've been
told as soon as the tobacco is
moved (from the shed), we'll be
able to get in there." If you are
the barn manager, Mr. Arrigon,
you should know, first hand,
what's going on. And December
is too late to begin to provide

shelter.
Reports about the mistreatment of horses have circulated
around Murray for several
years, and the University has
done nothing. If it has had too
many animals and if it con·
siders even a temporary shed
for winter shelter (and summer
shade) "a luxury item" not on
its priority list, than the horses
should have been disposed of
years ago. The same goes for
negligent officals at Murray
State. This is inexcusable.
Helen Hausman
Route 5

Weatherly endorsed for school board
the Murray Independent School
Board for four years and is seek·
ing reelection. John is unique in
that he is the only candidate
Nov. 8, 1988 is just a few days who has aJI three of these
away. I hope that those of you qualifications: previous board
who registered to vote in Mur- experience, attendance
ray will once again demonstrate (kindergarten through 12th
your community involvement grade) in the Mttrray School
by voting in our Murray School System and two children curBoard Election.
rently enrolled in the schools.
I would like to personally en-.
As a board member, John has
dorse my husband , John sought a balance of programs
Weatherly. John has served on and activities to ensure involve·
To the Editor:

positio:~

ment, academic and extracurricular, for as many children
as possible. He feels that this is
one of the reasons Murray
schools continue to rank as one
of the state's best. Once again,
John needs and appreciates
your support.

Bobbie Weatherly
1707 Magnolia Drive

Independent voters encouraged to unite support
To the Editor:
parties, in order to woo his supIndependent voters unite! We port and win his valued vote.
But with great power comes
constitute approximately onethird of the voting population in great responsiblity An In
the United States and are dependent voter must exercise
therefore a force to be reckoned extreme caution and sound
judgement when sifting
with.
Both the Democratic and through all of the campaign
Republican parties desperately rhetoric and character distortry to snare the independent tions, much like a prospector
vote that wields the power to panning for gold, to cast and inwin or lose a partisan election. telligent and informed ballot.
Only one candidate has the
In possessing such a great
power, the Independent voter is experience necessary to meet
treated to a smorgasbord of and surpass the stringent
political enticements from both criteria to be president of the

United States. Only one candidate exemplifies the qualities
required to be a world leader.
George Bush is that candidate.
Bush is a shining example of a
strong, committed, competent,
capable and proven leader.
I would like to urge all voters,
partisan and independent alike,
to make a "golden" choice and
vote for Bush on Nov. 8.

Tony Holifield
Senior
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MSU offering free GED test

to state residents Saturday
By VIKKI ROWAN
Reporter

The Murray State University
Counseling and Testing Center
will administer the General
Education Development (GED)
test free of charge at 8 a.m.
Saturday in Ordway Hall.
This will be the third year the
Counseling and Testing Center,
in cooperation with the Adult
Basic Education Unit of the
Kentucky department of education, has offered the free GED
test.
Bill Allbritten, director of the
Counseling and Testing Center,
said there are some criteria to
meet before taking the test:
• Nov. 5 must be the candidate's first attempt at the
GED test . A voucher for the test
fee must. be shown on the day of

the test, which can be picked up
from any area Adult Basic
Education instructor or in
Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
W A candidate must present a
current AE-6 form authorizing
him to take the test and a picture for identification. Only
Kentucky residents may take
the test on Nov. 5.
"It is helpful for someone
wanting to take the GED test to
take a pre-test first because it
helps you to see your strengths
and weaknesses," Allbritten
said.
The Counseling and Testing
Center has study guides
available for candidates, Albritten said.
Martha Wilkinson, wife of
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, was on

GE selects Mayes
for consulting job

The law currently gives the
lando\\'Ders no say in the strip
mining of their land and no
compensation for any surface
damage done or for the loss of
homes and farm land, she said.
The coal companies argue
that the amendment will limit
the deeds and deprive them of
their property, Martin said.
The amendment will not alter
the fact that separate owners of
land and minerals exist. It will
provide an interpretation of the
deeds to give mineral owners
only the rights granted in the
deeds, Martin said.
It says that coal companies
must use methods only known
at the time the deeds were signed unless the landowner gives
permission.
'This means coal companies
will still have the. right to use
deep-mining methods to get the
coal, but they could no longel'
destroy the landowners' property by stnp mining, Martin said.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
e-:· .

Reporter

/

~~!;.:

Jerry Mayes

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Mayes said he has done
similar work in the past. "I
work with a lot of companies,
and I get referred by word of
mouth."
Mayes is also director of ComSuit Associates, a communication consulting firm in Farmington. "There are five of us
who do training for companies
throughout the country."
As a consultant, Mayes can offer his students at Murray State
the chance to get first-hand experience, he said.
"l t creates tremendous opportunity for seniors and graduate
students because I often take
them with me," he said. ''It
makes sure that there is not a
gap between what we teach in
the textbook and what is really
going on."

Re-Elect
John Weatherly
#3 on ballot
MUITay School Board
Paid for by the Candidate

Tanning Sessions
1 VISit..................$3

''Greek Week''
GREEKS, Come in and receive 20°/o off on haircu

5 VISits................$12.00
10 VISits.............. $22.00
15 VISits.............. $32.00
100k Discount With Any Group Package
Available to Students With Valid MSU 10
Next to Camp us
Dixieland Center

Continued from Page 1
Repulicans in Calloway
County
"If people just understand
what this amendment is all
about, they are bound to vote
yes on it," Weaks said.
"Kentucky is the only state
that allows these deeds to be used," Martin said. While these
deeds directly affect eastern
Kentucky, they indirectly affect
the whole state and its
economy, she said.
No business will locate itself
where it runs the risk of its property being destroyed by coal
companies. Because of this few
businesses will locate in ea~tern
Kentucky, and the region is so
poor that the rest of the state
must pay taxes to support it,
Martin said.
Landowners of coal mining
areas in eastern Kentucky have
been contesting the use of these
deeds for more than 30 years in
state and federal courts.

And they're both repre~
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
</.
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
'~, career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free l~BOO~USA-ARMY

By RHONNDA KERR

Dr. Jerry Mayes was recently
selected as a consultant for the
General Electnc Co. in its efforts to create a high involvement work force.
Mayes, an 8880Ciate professor
and chairman of the department of speech, communication
and theatre, will be working
with manufacturing plants in
North Carolina and the GE
financial center in Lakeland,
Fla.
A high-involvement work
force is a management system
that " pushes more and more of
the decision making down to
the people who are affected by
the decisions," Mayes said.
As a result, "flat" organizations, ones that do not have
many layers on the organizational chart, are ct·eated.
"There is only one layer between the people on the floor and
the plant manager," Mayes
said.
Communication plays an Important part in establishing the
new management system,
Mayes said. "The key is designing appropriate communication
flow throughout the organization. A great deal of communication training has to be
done."
As a consultant, Mayes also
spoke at the GE annual conference in Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 12.

campus Oct. 18 to promote
adult literacy and t he GED test.
Albritten said t hat although
she is involved in educational
programs, she was not the one
to start the free GED test.
"Martha Wilkinson has been
a shot in t he arm for boosting
publicity of the test, but t he test
began three years ago with the
state department of adult
education," Allbritten said.
Allbritten said most
employers are requiring a high
school diploma, and the GED
can help individuals get a better job.
"It can also help ones who
want to continue their education, whether it be at a community college, vocatiOnal
school or here at Murray
State," he said.

Amendment two- -- - - - - - -

753-8616

Call For
Appointment
Walk-Ins
Welcome

We Create EHcitement
Rnd Set Trends In Design
7 5 3 -0882
#2 Dixieland Center
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WORLD VIEW
Bush, Dukakis enter final week

UK dorms, Greek system
lay down ban on alcohol

George Bush said he hoped for a meeting with Soviet leader By STEPHANIE HENSON
Mikhail Gorbachev soon after moving into t he Oval Office, and
Michael Dukakis said he is a liberal in the mold of Fra nklin Staff Writer
Although Murray State has
Roosevelt, Harry Truman, and John F. Kennedy.
Both candidates are buying extra networ k TV time in order to not allowed alcohol in the
get their message across in the last week. President Reagen cam- residence halls and Greek
paigned in support of Bush this week in several key states. Story organizations have had dry
rush since fall l986, only
courtesy of The Courier-Journal.
recently has the University of
Kentucky banned alcohol in the
residence halls and set limitations on its Greek
JERUSALEM - The Likud party of Prime Minister Yitzhak organizations.
Shamir is calling the recent elections a victory even though there
UK banned alcohol in the
was no clear majority by either his party or the Labor Party of
residence balls on Oct. 3 and its
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres.
The surprise winners were the various small religious parties G1·eek organizations have made
attempts to prohibit alcohol
who together gained a ml\iority of seats.
during rush and at Greek
Likud wants to keep all captured lands for Israel and the Labor events this fall.
Party favors exchanging some land for peace with the Arabs. Story
courtesy of the Cable News Network.
"Alcohol was never allowed in
the residence halls in the first
place, but this will help reinforce the original rule," UK
Chancellor Art Gallaher said.
\
NEW YORK - The Oneida Indian nation's claim of more than
Ninety percent of the students
five million acres of land in central New York state was rejected by who attend the University of
a federal appeals court Tuesday.
Kentucky are under the age of
The land was purchased from the Oneidas, once part of the Iro- 21.
quois confederacy, in 1785 and 1788.
•·If alcohol was allowed in the
The Oneida nation claims the land was purchased illegally
because treaties and laws in effect before the purchase did not per· residence halls there would be a
very significant problem trying
mit a state to purchase the land without the consent of the central
to make sure only·students who
government. Story courtesy of The Courier-Journal.
are 21 would be the only ones
drinking a lcohol," Gallaher
said.

Israeli elections divided

Oneida Indians denied lands'

South African paper suspended

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa- The South African government suspended The Weekly Mail, a leading anti-apartheid
newspaper, Tuesday calling it a "threat to public safety." It is the
ti1ird such paper .suspended this year. Story courtesy of The
Courier-Journal.

The Greek system is making
great moves to keep drinking
under control by prohibiting
alcohol at rush and Greek
events. Gallaher said.

Alcohol will still be allowed in
graduate student apartments
and housing, married student
housing and non-student
residential housing.
"We did not have any problems from the students about
the new policy because we
received help from responsible
student leaders," Gallaher said.
Even though Murray State
University is located in a dry
county and the re~idence hall
regulations exist, drinking still
occurs.

to go before the Judicial
Board."
The actions taken against the
student depends upon how in·
toxicated he is, Hulick said.
" In the past four years
students seem to have become
more t·esponsible about a lcohol
and dnnking," Hulick said.

.

''The regulations made on
"The National Panhellenic
alcohol are made by the state
and the county,'' said Joe Council has a •·ule that says no
Green, director of the public alcohol is nil owed at any of the
sorority rush functions,'' said
safety department.
Dana Ha r vey, Panhellemc
Green said the degree to Council adviser.
which they enforce the rules
"We have never had alcohol
and regulations depends on how
at
any of our rush functions and
intoxicated a person is and
whether or not he is rude to the we never \Viii," Harvey said.
officer.
The Interfraternity Council
It is a violation of University has taken strong measures in
policy for students to have the past year to promote dry
alcohol in their rooms, said rush, said Ross Meloan, Inter·
Paula Hulick, director of t he fraternity Council adviser.
housing office.
"The IFC believed it was im·
"If a student is caught wi~h portant to get rid of alcohol at
alcohol he will first receive a dry rush events so the guys gowritten disciplinary warning ing through rush would have a
letter," she said. "The second clear picture about each fratertime the hall director may try to nity," Meloan said. "Many
counsel the student and the organizations have found
third time the student will have themselves starting dry rush."

P'IG MANIA IS RUNNING WILl)
Tide Detergent
42 oz.

Peter Pan
~~ Peanut Butter

limit 2

~

$1.29

-

18 oz.

$1.49

RSARY SAI.,E

1st

Field Bologna
Regular or Thick Sliced
Buy one get one

FREE

KAS Twin Pack
Potato Chips 7 oz.
Buy one get one

FREE

Check out our selections ofVHS Movies
and Nintendo Games.

Open 7 a.m.-midnight
7 days a week

.

"We know we cannot stop
students from drinking, but we
would like for them to be
responsible about it and to face
up to the consequences if they
are caught," Hulick said. ·

Piggly Wiggly
"The Original American Supermarket "

South 12th & Glendale
753-9616
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Stroup discusses union,
MSU budget with faculty

SGA to discuss
MSU lighting,
dorm visitation

Staff Writer

University President Kala M.
Stroup was the guest administrator at Tuesday's
meeting of the Murray State
Faculty Senat~ .
Stroup met with the group to
answer questions and to discuss
the advantages and disadvantages of the possibility of forming a faculty union at Murray
State.
Stroup said she did not think
unions are a good idea for a
campus like Murray State, but
added that she did not like
thmgs as they presently are.
Stroup also answered questions about the budget and
possible sources for new internal and external revenue.
She said a relatively high
p~rcentage of the University
blldget goes to scholarships
compared to other universities.
She said the University lS going to have to increase promotion in the private sector if it is
going to continue to provide
scholarships at the current
level.
"If we take away scholarships, we lose students," Stroup
said.
Stroup said Murray State is
working to improve public relations in hopes of gaining more
support for higher education.

In other Senate business:
• John Griffin, handbook and
personnel chairman, presented
the handbook committee's proposed revised policy on
academic promotions to the
Senate. The Senate adopted the
recommendation on the Faculty
Handbook revision as amended.
• Louis Beyer, finance committee chairman,
presented a
recommendation regarding the
salary policy. The recommendation states that the Senate encourages the Board of Regents
to work with the local administration, the legislature,
the governor and the public to
search for ways and means to
enhance faculty salaries to at
least benchmark levels.
The committee also recommended that 75 percent of all
funds alloted for faculty raises,
except for required pools for promotion increments and equity
adjustments. be distributed
acro6S-the-board, and that the
remaining 25 percent be
distributed on a merit basis.
VVhen benchmark averages
are reached, the committee
recommended that the fraction
of funds available for merit
raises should be reconsidered.
The Senate approved the
amended version of the salary
policy recommendation.
• Ray Conklin, rules, elections,

and bylaws chairman,
presented a recommendation on
the Administrative Performance AsseRsment.
Conklin said the recommendation was an attempt to make
a better instrument for
eval!J.ating department chairs,
deans, the vice president for
academic affairs and the
president.
Conklin encouraged all
Senate members to encourage
fellow faculty members to fill
out the evaluations. The committee also recommended lhat a
library faculty member be
selected every fourth year as a
recipient of the Board of
Regents excellence award.
• Don Chamberlain, adademic
policies chairman, presented a
statement regarding
cooperative agreements with
community colleges.
The statement says "the
Faculty Senate strongly recommends that the departments
and colleges responsible for
delivering off-campus instruction be actively involved in the
planning process.
"This process should provide
course work equal in quality to
main campus offerings while remaining sensitive to the ongoing needs of students and faculty at the Murray campus." The
Senate approved the statement.

Opinio

/

/ 1\utumn
l Adventures
I

By ALL YSON HOBBIE
By JENNA NEWTON

//1~1

Assistant News Editor

Student Government
Association president Eddie
Allen met with Paula Hulick,
director of housing, Thursday
to discuss the possibilities of
increased visitation hours in
the student dormitories.
Allen will report to the
SGA senate Wednesday on
the results of that
conversation.
The campus safety commit·
tee walked around the campus with members of the administration and interested
students to discover areas
with poor lighting ThurSday
at 8 p.m. The walk was
similar to one done by the
senate last fall.
Jeff Shepperd, secretary,
will turn the group's recommendations into a formal proposal, which will be
presented by Allen at the
Board of Regents meeting
Nov. 12.
The senate will vote
Wednesday on whether they
will recommend that the student activity fee be increased
by $5, with the money earmarked for SGA/UCB use.
Vice President Shannon
Chambers appointed a committee to develop a precise
plan for the money's use.
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CLARIFICATION

Continued from Page 1

too much time in making its
decision. "I feel the attorney
attorney general's opinion is general's office did a poor job in
just that, an opinion.
getting this to us at such a late
date,"
she said.
"It's hard to run something on
She said the late rul.ing does
the opinion of someone else,"
she said. She said she wished not give the county clerks
the matter had been settled in enough time to prepare for
Tuesday's general election. All
court.
of the county clerks· offices
Rushing said she thought the should confer about how to hanattorney gener al's office took dle the matter' and then handle

it the same way. "Each clerk's
office should be unified in this
matter," Rushing said.
Rushing, along with Michael
Judy, general counsel for the
Kentucky Press Association,
and Jim Paxton, editor of The
Paducah Sun, asked for the opinion after Murray's wet/dry
election on Sept. 27.

Shawn Maxwell, director of
~
DEVELO,.,NG
'I
the Murrey-Calloway County
I
Animal Shelter, has asked Th£
I
Murray State News to print a
I
retraction as a result of a quote
I
in the horse farm story on page
one of last week's newspaper.
1 Open: Monday-Saturday
Maxwell was quoted as saying 1
9a.m.-6p.m.
1
she meant "to make sure the
Murray
759·9347
geldings have shelter" for the "'-------------~
winter.

I
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1 Month Maintenance Program
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Pre-HoHday Specials
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1411 Olive Blvd. 753-2709
AcMU from Ordway HaD

•$30FF
S~poo,Cut,S~e,o~

•f;lOFF
Perms amd Blllte
Aak for Kelly Thomu, Tammy Seay or
TerrlLucu
Ezplres Dec. 2

Dinner Hours:
5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Lunch Hours:
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

$25

Tht• Tropies
A

!

!

Tan At Th( • Tt · opi('~ Tanning S~don
4 Tanning Sessions
10 Tanning Sessions

j

Hot & Cold Sandwiches
Enjoy our House Specials
&

Tempting Desserts

...
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\

Tuesday College Night
Monday Night
Taco Bar
•
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Remember Mario's for Christmas Luncheons and Dinners
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Hugh Houston wins title
in '88 Mr. MSU pageant
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

The categories were the same as a typical
pageant, but the contestants were different.
They were male.
Hugh Houston, a sophomore chemistry and
biology mtijor from Murray, was named the
1988 Mr. MSU in the eighth annual Mr. MSU
Pagea.nt, sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi sorori·
ty, last Friday in Lovett Auditorium.
Houston was awarded the title fr om a field of
19 contestants.
The pageant's first runner-up was john
hawks, a senior from McKenzie, Tenn., who
also was the recipient of the Crowd Appeal
Award, while Dan DeFabio, a junior advertis·
ing mtijor from St. Louis, was second runner-up.
"I was surprised. I had no idea I would win,"
said Houston, who was sponsored in the
pageant by the Pre-Med Club.

The pageant's preliminary interview went
well, Houston said, and he knew the final decision of the contest would come from talent.
"The thought of winning never really crossed
my mind," he said. "I was out there to have fun
and meet people.''
For talent, Houston did a dramatic interpretat ion of "Good Men of God" by Lewis Grizzard.
He said he worked on t-he interpretation for
about two weeks.
Houston also said that, when he was first
nominated for t he pageant, he did not want to
enter because he did not know what to do· for
talent. Although he has not previously been in·
volved in speech, he decided to do the inter·
pretation. He was also encouraged by the belief
that the pageant would be a good way for him to
meet campus leaders, he said.

HUGH HOUSTON, winner of the 1988 Mr. MSU title, (above)
gestures to the audience during his dramatic Interpretati on of
" Good Men of God." In photo at right, first runner-up john
hawks (left), Houston and second runner-up Dan DeFabio
show off their Mr. MSU medals, which correspond to the
pageant's Olympic theme.

Parents dubbed
By CATHY COPE
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Sometimes it is not easy for
people to show or tell their
parents bow much they appreciate them.
However, many students did
just that this past weekend in a
unique way - through the
Outstanding Parents program
sponsored by the Student Alumni Association (SAA).
Saturday, during halftime of
the Racer football game against
Eastern Kentucky University,
Jim and Jackie Frizsell, parents
of senior Scotti Brown, were
awarded the title of 1988
Outstanding Parents.
Altogether, 25 students
nominated their parents for the
award, said Dana Cox, SAA
vice president for special
events.
Brown, a marketing m&Jor
from Burton, S.C., said she
decided to nominate her parents
for the award after she heard
about the essay contest through
her sorority.
"I really never expected them
to win because I knew a lot of
people would nominate their
parents," Brown said. "But 1
wanted them to know that I ap·

~outstanding'

preciated them enough to
nominate them for the award."
"I cannot imagine two people
who have affected my life so
positively as my mother and
stepfather," Brown said in her
essay. "I would be nothing
without them, and I think that
they are the outstanding
parents of the century."
Brown said she also wrote
about her stepfather and how
important he has been in her
life.
"He (her stepfather) taught
me how to drive, he went with
me when I got my license and
he helped me buy my first car,"
Brown said.
"My mother has always been
there for us," she said. Brown is
one of five children, she being
the second to youngest.
"She (mother) stres.<;ed the im·
portance of being ladies and
gentlemen when we were grow·
ing up," Brown said. "We (my
parents and I) have a fantastic
relationship. They are not only
my parents, but they are also
my best friends.
When Brown came to Murray
State two years ago on the na"
tiona! student exchange program and later decidf'd to

transfer to the University per·
manently, her parents were
supportive of her, she said.
"They were understanding
and supportive enough to let me
come here," she said. ''They
thought more about me than
themselves."
And, then, when Brown was a
candidate in the 1988 Miss
MSU Pageant, her parents
showed up for the event, she
said.
Brown said she found out her
parents had won the Outstanding Parents award when her
mother called to tell her.
"Mom called and asked if she
was going to be the first one to
tell me something," Brown
said. "I thought someone had
died or was hurt."
"Then she started crying and
said they had won Outstanding
Parents," she said. "And then I
started crying.
"It meant so much to me that
the people who chose the win·
ners could tell how special my
parents are to me," Brown said.
"I was glad that I could do a
good enough job (on the essay)
that someone could tell how im·
portant they are l() me."

for many reasons
The Frizsell's were as equally
surprised they had won the
award as Brown was.
"We were more thrilled than
shocked," Mrs. Frizsell said.
"We were surprised and thrill·
ed that she (Scotti) made the ef·
fort to tell the rest of the world
how special we are to her.''
Mrs. Frizaell said she and her
husband felt very much pride
for Scotti during their recogni·
tion as Outstanding Parents.
"Murray State is the top of
the ladder with us," Mrs.
Frizsell said. "Everyone treated
us so well, and everything was
wonderful. It would be hard to
find fault in Murray State."
Both parents said they had a
wonderful and close relation·
ship with their daughter.
"The relationship is warm
and easy," Mrs. Friisell said.
"And it's a priceless gift."
While being awarded as
Outstanding Parents, Mrs.
Frizsellsaid she felt she and her
husband did nothing to deserve
the award.
"What we were recognized for
is what we are everyday," she
said. ''We are extremely or·
dinary. We do deeply care for
Scotti, and we are always in·

terested in what she is doing no matter how tr.vial or
mundane."
Mrs. Friz.<~ell said it bas hard
to watch her daughter leave
South Carolina to come to
school in Murray.
"We just closed our eyes to the
distance and the expense of outof-state tuition," she said. "We
knew it would broaden her life
experiences."
Mr. Frizsell shares a special
kind of relationship with his
stepdaughter, Mrs. Frizsell
said.
"They never bad the problems
that some steps have," she said.
"Scotti let herself be his little
girl."
Mr. Frizsell also said he did
not have the usual stepfather/
stepdaughter relationship.
"We are very close friends,"
Mr. Frizsell said. "Scotti always
has vibrancy and is always
energetic- she is a daughter to
be proud of."
''I appreciate this award more
than any other award I have
been given!" Mr Frizsell said.
See PARENTS
Page 15
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Stroup says she must continually prove herSelf

•

MSU president faces challenges daily
as first woman leader of state university
manent damage that had been
done to the institution and its
reputation.
President Kala M. Stroup is a
"It's taken a long while for
first at Murray State. In fact,
that not to be the thing people
she is a first in the state of talk about, she said. "Things
Kentucky.
are moving along. People still
Stroup became the first remember. They have long
woman president of a Kentucky memories."
university in 1983, when she
One of the ways Stroup said
took the position here.
When President Constantine she has dealt with those difCurris' contract was not renew· ficulties is by promoting Mur·
ed, Stroup was contacted by a.n ray State's image. Student inexecutive search committee as a volvement, displayed at the ralcandidate for the position. At ly for higher education held last
the time, she was vice president spring in Frankfort, has been
of academic affairs at Emporia one of the important signs in
State University in Emporia, the search for better education,
she noted.
Kan .
Murray State offerings im"I'm proud of the fact that
pressed Stroup so much that she students are taking the indecided to take the job, she said. itiative," she said. "You don:t
~1 was impressed by the want to have a state where
students and programs," Stroup education is so undernourished
said. "There isn't much you can that it affects the quality oflife.
do if an institution doesn't have I'm glad that college students
the right combination."
recognize that. I'm very
Easing into the new position impressed.
was not easy at f'u-st because of
"Money spent on education is
leftover hard feelings from her
really an investment," she said.
predecessor's term, she said.
"There were some people who "It's not money that'll never be
told me it might not be a good seen."
Stroup's duties as president of
situation to walk into," Stroup
said. "There had been such Murray State keep her on the
strong disagreements over two go, she said. An average workor three years, that it wasn't a day for her begins at around 7
healthy situation to walk into. a.m. and ends between 8-10
"I came because I thought I'd p.m.
Each day is different, she
be a good person for this campus
at that point in time," she said. said. She may attend meetings
"What I didn't realize was the and prepare reports for various
depth of feeling ... almost per- committeetJ or act as hostess to
By ANGIE WATSON
Staff Writer
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campus visitors in Oakhurst,
the president's house, where
she entertains as many as 2,000
guests a year.
Despite her busy schedule,
she said, she plans for her
aerobic workout at least three
times a week in Carr Health
Building. She also rides her
bicycle around campus for
exercise.
The president said she
believes many students may
think she is the sole decisionmaker at the University but the
decisions actually involve a
larger group.
"I'm basically responsible to a
whole host of people: the Board
of Regents, citizens of Ken·
tucky, the students," she said.
"I'm not smarter than the col·
lective whole of this institution.
I try to be a facilitator and bring
those people together."
Stroup, however, is more than
the "official head" of an institution. She is also a wife and
mother. Her daughter, Megan,
is a junior at the University of
Kansas in Lawrence, Kan.; her
son, Chandler, attends Murray
High School, and her husband,
Joe, is a businessman.
The University of Kansas is
also Stroup's alma mater. She
earned a bachelor's degree in
speech and theater, a master's
degree in psychology, and her
doctorate in speech communication there.
Stroup said she believes being

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

PRESIDENT KALA STROUP Is the first woman to head a Ken·
tucky university.

a woman president has
presented a unique challenge
because most people expected a
male president. But it is a
challenge that she has been
willing to face, she said.

Nou. 11' 12 and 13
Is

Leadership
Seminar Weekend

at MSU

Get lnu·o/uedl
"Our Services are

FREE "
Hwy. 121 North
Located in the log cabin
on North-east comer of
MSUcampus
753-TRIP

Participate in the Leadership Seminar Weekend
and add a leadership component to
your educational experience.
Register at the Campus Recreation Office.
Seminar open to all student leaders.
For more information call 762-4458

"You have to continually prove yourself," she said. "You
have to continually prove that
you know what you're doing.
People don't assume that you're
the president."

WAK E UP TO THE
MURRAY STATE
NEWS !
EUERY FRI DAY

C4lpon
Free delivery!
1 Large
16" Pizza
with cheese
plus two toppings
of your choice
on each pizza
Dine In Carry out

FREE Delivery

$5~

expires 12/4188

Central Shopping Center
(across from MSU Stadium)

753-9600 759-9600
125 S. 3ld
Paducah

Kentucky Oaks Mall
Paducah

442-1212
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TV-11 's 'The Show' gives
campus value, creativity
Everyone knows the story - it's not uncommon. You're s itting a t home with nothing to do
(unless you plan to complete some homework,
of course), so you start to flip through television channels looking for something besides
Jeopardy rer uns or another heart-stopping
episode of AI{.
Just when you begin to wonder if there are
any signs of intelligent life in this or any other
universe, you spot something different. It's a
... talk show!
But it's not just any talk show, mind you.
Now, thanks to a group of innovative students
at MSU TV-11, the University television stat ion, students who crave something different
may finally have found it.
Titled "The Show." this new talk show
features a Late Night with David Lettermantype format, with sometimes-funny host Jeff
Turley, a very talented in-house band called
Charisma and assorted guests from the
University and community.
The show, taped in the Curris Center Stables
in front of a live "studio" audience, is the first
of its kind on campus.

REVIEW
Under the direction of senior Dan Patton,
fellow producers Roger Seay and Dean Jones
and executive producer AI Greule, The Show's
production staff obviously has a thorough command of the equipment they operate and do
more than a satisfactory job.
Another highlight of the show is its announcer, Seay. With his personable delivery of
introductions and a joke here or there, he
definitely gives the show a needed lift. after a
commercial.
The only obvious problem lies with the
show's host, who appears to suffer through his
monologues, as though he were having his
teeth pulled after taping.
The monologues don' t necessarily stink, and,
though Turley pr obably cannot be blamed for
writing all the jokes in them, be is responsible
for their delivery, a task which may remind
you of an eighty-year-old postman trying to
make it through 12 feet of snow. He just
doesn't always get there on time.
Of course, a less-than-intelligent audience
could be the problem, but it isn't that likely
that a group of people with a total I.Q. of 50
could even find their way into the Stables at
showtime.

'Now, thanks to a group of innovative students at MSU TV-11, the
University television station,
students who crave something different may finally have found it. '
- Brandstetter
The funniest thing about Turley is the fact
that be flops with jokes more often than not,
but, to his credit, he often turns a flop into a
laugh. It's that ability to turn around situations that makes the show successful and
worth watching, maybe even more human.
Also to Turley's credit is the fact that he
handles hecklers well. His spontaneity in tossing answers back to rowdy audience members
lends him credibility as a real talk show host.
Humor aside, Turley bas managed to
develop his ability in asking probing questions
of his guests. He doesn't sidestep important
issues with anyone, and that's an important
and rare quality on this campus.
It certainly isn't often that a voice asks (at
the risk of offending many) the questions we
all seek answers to from people like University President Kala M. Stroup, Student Government Association President Eddie Allen, Food
Services Director Bill Benriter and Vice President of Student Development Frank Julian.
Turley's guests may seem ill-at-ease, but
that makes The Show just that much more interesting. There's something evilly gratifying
about seeing the people you consider to be
" big-wigs" being grilled by an over-bearing
talk show host.
The Show doesn't always entertain seriousas-a-heart attack issues. The staff likes to have
fun , too, with guests like Dr. Robert Valentine
and Miss MSU and the Homecoming queen.
Everyone who works on the show, particularly the production people, should be commended for their hard work. So much more
goes into something like this than just some
guy telling jokes and a band playing a song or
two. The quality that has developed is amazing when you stop to consider that students
put the entire production together.
You may want to stop by the Stables for the
next Wednesday night taping or tune in to
TV-11 when The Show airs on Thursday, Friday and Monday nights.
Don't cheat yourself out of something with
real value. The alternatives are pretty bleak.
-Jeannie Brandstetter

Dr. Whayne enjoys
MSU's 'fast healers'
By VIKKI ROWAN

'I enjoy working here
because this is a different group of people
than I am use to working with. The students
here are bright, alert
and have a sense of
humor - plus they
heal fast.'
-Whayne

Reporter
S or e t h r o a ts, ac hin g
stomachs, sprained ankles and
about 40 students with complaints of illness are just some
of the things the Studen t
Health Ser vices doctor deals
with in an average working
day.
After getting his degree from
Tulane University in New
Orleans, Dr. Harry U. Whayne
did some medical training at a
hospital in Washington, D.C.

Murray State, however, bas
not had any reported cases of
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) on campus,
the doctor said. "We do not have
the means or equipment needed
to diagnose the disease," he
said.
The doctor said he would like
to see a new location in the
future for the student health
center, which is now housed in
Wells Hall. " Now, if someone is
sick, they have a ways to walk
from their dorms to here," he
said.
Not all students understand
the $10 health fee charge,
Whayne said. And if they do not
pay the fee during registration,
it means much paper work for
health center employees, be
said.
"I certainly don't want to see
a student have to pay private
practice fees," Whayne said.
He also said he, along with
others, believes it would be a
good idea for the health fee to be
required of students. "Then
there would not be all this confusion, and it is a small fee,"
Whayne said.
Also, if all students were to
pay the fee, he said, the health
center would be able to serve
the students better, although
another doctor would probably
have to be hired.
The health center hours are
8-11:30 a.m. and 1-4 p.m. Monday through Friday, except on
Wednesday when the center is
closed in the afternoon for
restocking supplies.

Whayne later went overseas
and practiced medicine in the
foreign services. It was not until
he retired in 1981, however,
that he was offered his current
job at Murray State.

"I enjoy working here because
this is a different group of people than 1 am use to working
with," Whayne said. " The
students here are bright, alert
and have a sense of humor plus they heal fast."

'I certainly don 't want
to see a student have
to pay private practice
fees.'
-Whayne
On the average, Whayne said,
the health center treats about
12,000 students a year. The
University's increased enrollment is shown by the increased
number of students the health
center has seen already this
year, be said.
This time of the year is usually bad for allergies and sinuses,
Whayne said, although no two
years are alike.
The dry months this area has
experienced and the big mixture of pollen around now has
brought more students in for
allergies, he said.
Whayne also said there has
been a rash of appendicitis attacks lately, with 15 cases
diagnosed so far this semester.

Schempp: NUTS
looking for a

Theresa's
Country Kitchen ·

few good actors

.
I

Not University Theatre
Showcase (NUTS) is looking for
30 actors to perform in plays
written by students that deal
with such subjects as forgotten
parents, recreational vehicles,
dead rabbits, the occult and
domestic confabulations, said
James I. Schempp, associate
professor of theatre and executive director of NUTS.
NUTS is the result of t he
playwriting class in the Department of Speech and Theatre,
Schempp Raid.
Each student in the clalls is required to \\Tite at least one
play, which will be produced in
the studio theatre in Wilson
Hall Dec. 6 and 7, he said.
Auditions, open to everyone,
will be 7 p.m. Wednesday in
Wilson Hall. For further information, call 762-4421 .
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Students favor Bush over Dukakis in poll
If the presidential election
were held today, a majority of
Murray State students would
vote for Republican candididate George Bush.
This was one of the findings
of the Racer Poll conducted last
week.
The poll was conducted by the
JRT 397, Advanced Reporting,
class from noon Monday, Oct.
24, through noon Thursday,
Oct. 28, and has a margin of error of 4.9 percentage points.
This sampling error means the
results of this poll are at the 95
percent level of certainty. The
results are within plus or
minus 5 percentage points of
what they would have been if
every student had been
interviewed.

Fifty-five percent of the MSU
students interviewed who said
they planned to vote said they
would cast their vote for
George Bush; a little over 32
percent said they would vote
for Democratic candidate
Michael Dukakis; one percent
said they would vote for
another candidate; and 11 percent said they were undecided.
Of tbe students polled, 74 per·
cent were registered to vote.
Ninety percent of those
student-s said they did plan to
vote. Nearly two-thirds said
they would vote in person. Only
one-third said they intended to
use absentee ballots.
Nearly 10 percent of those
registered to vote said they did
not plan to vote. The reason
most cited was their dislike of
the candidates with half saying
they liked neither candidate.
Fifteen percent of the
registered voters not planning
to vote said they forgot to apply
for an absentee ballot. Another
15 percent said they did not

How the poll
was conducted
The RACER POLL. du·ected by the
JRT 397 Advanced Reporting claea
taught by Ann l..andini. Is based on a
aample of 800 MlllTIIY State Univl!rai·
ty ~tudenta whote nam• are listed in
the 1988 89 MSU Telephone
Directory.
Trained and supervised inter·
viewers, calling from MW"l'lly State
University, contacted dorm rooma and
houaeholds with tel~phone 1\Umben
randomly selected ouL of the Murray
Stata Student phonebook. The inter·
VltWer Wed for t.he atudent listed by
the phone number. Three hundred
seventy-four Interview& were com·
pleted from the sample of 800.
Percentae• based on the sample are
subJect to a margin of error of 4 9
percentage pointa above or below what
was reported.
Interviewers were allo~ed one callback if the peraon listed was
unavailable or the bne was busy.
Republiftbing of the RACER POLL
without credit to the JRT 397, Advanc4'd Reportins, clus ia prohibited.

believe the issues either candidate discussed were
important.
Nearly 8 percent said they
did not believe their vote would
would make any difference,
and more than 11 percent said
they simply did not plan to
vote.
Although Bush received such
a large victory over Dukakis in
the poll, his position on 12
issues sampled were supported
by fewer students than were
the Dukakis positions.
More students agreed with
statements that ref1ected the
Dukakis position on the issues
of AIDS, education, the
minimum wage, the homeless,
abortion, taxes, health insurance, the military budget
and South Africa.
The Bush position only
received a majority of support
on the issues of the Pledge of
Allegiance and the death
penalty.
Here is a closer loo)t at the
findings in the poll on student
stances on certain campaign
issues.
• Just over half of those
surveyed said the United
States should fight AIDS by
concentrating efforts on
developing a vaccine along
with educating the public,
which is the Dukakis position.
Forty-four percent said they
favored stressing only education and research, which is the
Bush position.
• Almost 80 percent agreed
with Dukakis that the United
States should increase funding
for education. The remaining
students surveyed were split
almost evenly, either they said
aid to education should not be
increased or they agreed with
neither candidate's position.

1ft 50.8%
AIDS
44.4o/o
4.8%

• The vast majority of students
also said the government
should make special
allowances for college students.
Almost 68 percent agreed with
the Dukakis stand that
students should be allowed to
repay college loans through
payrol1 withholdings after
graduation . Only 20.6 percent
agreed with Bush that the pay·
ment of college tuition and fees
should be the responsibility of
the student and their parents.
Eleven-and-one-half percent
said they supported neither
position.
• One of two tssues where the
Bush position received a majority of support was on the
Pledge of Allegiance. Nearly 51
percent agreed with him that
teachers should be required to
lead students in saying the
pledge. Almost 40 percent
agreed with Dukakis that the
students and their family
should be allowed to decide if
they want to recite the pledge.
Approximately 9 percent ex·
pressed no preference for either
position.
• Concerning abortion, most
students supported Dukakis'
view opposing efforts to ban
abortion. Forty-three percent
supported this position.
Twenty-seven percent agreed
with Bush's position suppor·
ting a constitutional amendment banning abortion. Almost
31 percent agreed with neither
of the statements.
• On the issue of taxes, 36 percent supported the Dukakis
position that the 28 percent
capital gains tax should remain
the same. Support for Bush's
position that the capital gains
tax should be lowered to 15 per·
cent was only slightly lower,
with 34.6 percent percent

cent agreed with the Bush position that the military budget
should be increased. Fourteen
percent supported neither
position.
• Forty-five percent of the
students said the United States
should impose tougher sanctions against South Africa in
an effort to end the country's
practice of apartheid. This
reflected the Dukakis position.
Thirty-one percent agreed with
Bush that the United States
should not impose tougher
sanctions. Twenty-three per·
cent agreed with neither candidate's position.
A little over half of the
respondents in the survey were
females. Slightly fewer than
half were males.
The largest percentage of
those surveyed were in the
freshman and sophomore
classes. Twenty-eight percent
were freshman and 24 percent
were sophomores. Nineteen
percent of those surveyed were
juniors and 21 percent were
seniors. Six percent of the
respondents were classified as
graduate students and 2 percent named their classification
as other.
Ninety percent of those
surveyed were full -time
• Forty-seven percent agreed
students, while 10 percent were
with Duakis that health inpart-time students.
surance should be available to
On-campus residents made
all workers; 43 percent agreed
up 67 percent of the students
with Bush that a comprehensurveyed and 32 percent lived
sive effort should be made to
off-campus.
reduce the cost of health care;
Most students were between
and 10 percent agreed with
the ages of 18 and 22. Seventy·
neither candidate's position on
nine percent said their age fell
health care.
within that range. Thirt~n
• Strong support for the
percent were from the ages of
Dukakis position on the
23 and 27. A small percentage,
military budget was shown in • 3 percent, were from the ages of
the poll. More than 52 percent
28 and 32. Five percent named
said the military budget should
their age as being 33 years or
not be increased. Only 33 per·
older.

agreeing with this position.
Almost 30 percent agreed with
neither of the views.
• A large percentage agreed
with the Dukakis position on
the minimum wage. Sixty-nine
percent said the minimum
wage should be increased. Only
28 percent agreed with Bush
that the minimum wage should
remain where it is. Eight percent supported neither stand.
• Regarding the homeless, 68
percent agreed with the
Dukakis position that the
government should take an active roll in dealing with the
problem of the homeless. Only
14 percent supported the Bush
"points of light" view that the
private sector should deal with
the problem of the homeless.
More than 17 percent said they
agreed with neither of the
statements.
• The death penalty was the
second of two issues where the
Bush position was favored over
the Dukakis position. Sixtythree percent said they supported the death penalty. Only
19 percent agreed with the
Dukakis stand, which opposes
the death penalty. Seventeen
and one-half percent supported
neither position.

if they want to recite the Pledge of Allegiance in
We should fight AIDS by developing a vaccine and by
conducting a public education campaign.
We should fight AIDS through continued researctl
and public education.
Neither of the statements

"'Financial Aid
79.4%
10.7%
9.9%

Federal aid to education should be Increased.
Federal aid to education should not be Increased.
Neither of the statements

it Higher Education
20.6%

67.9%
11 .5%

.

College tuition and fees should be the financial
responsibility of the college student and his/her
family.
Students should be allowed to attend college and repay
college loans through future payroll withholdlngs.
Neither of the statements

Pledge of Allegiance
50.8%
39.7%

Public school teachers should be required to lead their
students In the Pledge of Allegiance.
A public school student and hlslherfamily should decide

school.
9.5%

Neither of the statements

68.7%
23.4%
7.9%

The national minimum wage should be Increased.
The national minimum wage should not be Increased.
Neither of the statements

14.3%

The problem of the homeless should be dealt with by
private sector.
The government should take an active role In solving
problem of the homeless.
Neither of the statements

~Minimum Wage

i-t Homeless
68.3%

JL.

17.5%

l'tAbortlon
X.....

27.0%
42.5%
30.6%

I support a constitutional amendment to ban abortion.
I opppose efforts to ban abortion.
Neither of the statements

-n Taxes
34.5%
35.7%
29.8%

The 28 percent capital gains tax should be lowered to
percent.
The 28 percent capital gains tax should remain.
Neither of the statements
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Are you registered to vote in the Nov. 8 presidential election?

Ytt

I

h4.1%(277)

b

25.1%(17)

Do you plan to vote in the Nov. 8 presidential election?

Yet

I
leo.3% (251)
~~--------------r
'·--~' i.7% (27)
If you dO not plan to vote on Nov. 8, which of the following statements BEST
explains your reason for not voting:
~ forgj' to apply for an abtan..e ballot.
15.4.% (4)

I do not like tht choice of candldataa.

I

I so.O% (13)

I do not think my vote wiH INika any dlffjrenca.

[]7.7% {2)

INuaa dlacu!Md by candidate• ara not Important to me.

I:J

15.4% (4)

TI

Negative advertising by both candldatea haa cauaed me not to vote.

I o.O% (0)

00 you plan to vote In person or by absentee ballot?
In peraon

I

las.3o/o

(164)

Ab•entae ballot

I
~Death Penalty
19.4%
63.1%
17.5%

I oppose the death penalty.
I support the death penalty.
Neither of the statements

it Health Insurance
47.2o/o
42.9%
9.9o/o

Health Insurance should be available to all worf(ers.
A comprehensive effort should be made to reduce the
cost of health care.
Neither of the statements

1ft 32.9%
Military Budget
52.8%
14.3%

The military budget should be increased.
The military budget should not be increased.
Neither of the statements

I 3~7% (87)

,

If the election were held today, for whom would you cast your vote?

I• ____..lss.a (138)
Michael Dukaka.

I

132..5% (82)

Another candidate

11.2'4

(3)

Undecided

C111.1~ (28)

South Africa
44.8%

5

31.7%
23.4%

The United States should Impose tougher sanctions
against South Africa In an effort to end that country's
practice of apartheid.
The United States should not Impose tougher sanctions
against South Africa in an effort to end that country's
practice of apartheid.
Neither of the statements.

The following people in Ann Landini's JRT 397 class conducted this poll: Cathy Cope, Laura
Dougherty, Allyeon Hobbie, Diana Kingsbury, Mike Powell, Steve Parker, Janie Stephen,
Marshall Silla, Rhonnda Kerr, Jesse Jackson, Kim Raley, Stephanie Gaeta, Kristi Ruggles
'
Vikki Rowan, Jill Jameson, and Mark Young.

•

I""'.'I

ACtress returns· to 'this neck of the~ woods'
By CATHY DAVENPORT

-

Campus Life Editor
Actress Bobbie Greer, a
native of Paris, Tenn., has tried
her talent in New York City
and Los Angeles and enjoyed
the experience.
But now she's back "in this
neck of the woods" - finding
and planning new ways to
perform.
Greer, a graduate assistant in
the speech communication and
theatre department, hasn't
given up acting. She simply bas
realized that bright lights and
big cities aren't the only atmospheres that can spur
creativity.
"Who's cornered the market
on talent?" Greer, 37, asked
rhetorically. "For me, this area
of the country is more conducive
to creativity - living in a place
where there is some solitude."
Greer, who is teaching in·
terpersonal communications
classes at the University and
working on a master's degree in
organizational communications, recently returned to
Paris, where she and her husband Andy Fazzine, an actor
from Philadelphia, are
operating a furniture store and
raising their two young
children.
Greer said family ties and
•·oots were the main factors that
brought her back to this area just as it was the desire to
"learn the school of hard
knocks" that led her to New
York fresh out of college.
"It's a wonderful place to get
your training," Greer said of
New York City.
Having graduated from Ran·
dolph Macon Women's College
in Lynchburg, Va., with a
degree in theater, Greer packed
her bags and headed to the Big
Apple to try her luck, she said.
There, she studied acting and
gained experience doing situational comedies and Neil Simon
plays at a dinner theater, as
well as some off-Broadway
shows. After a few years ofthat,
she got a job in commercial programming at CBS network.
"One day on Captain
Kangaroo there was 60 seconds

of black because I forgot to put
the commercial on," she recalled, laughing.
Greer said she enjoyed her
work at CBS - a job she considers her "business" experience - but wanted to return
to the acting field. Again, she
packed her bags and drove to
California.
In an L.A. film-acting studio,
she learned film-acting techniques and eventually got a job
with American Film Institute,
where she conducted acting
seminars. And she also did
some comedy shows with The
Groundlings, a group of beginning comedians.
Greer's fllm experience in·
eludes a role m Violent, a flim
about a faith healer which won
an Academy Award in 1983 for
Best Live Action Short Film.
She also did a show about
UFOs, called Uforia, with actress Cindy Willia.ms.
Greer also said she has done
some Entertainment Tonight
shows, including one with Burt
Reynolds promoting his movie
Paternity, and she acted as Jane
Fonda's stand-in in the movie
The Morning After.
"I fmd when 1 go to the beauty
shop, that is what people want
to hear," Greer said about her
experience with big.name actors. However, she said, that is
not the work she is the most
proud of.
"There is so much work that
actors do that people don't
associate with acting," Greer
said. "Some of the work I'm proudest of is work I did free in
regional theaters. Everybody
who is working in the community theater is just as much an actor as the big film stars," she
said.
The actress said she has done
voice-overs for other film actresses, as well as-some cartoon
voices. Most recently, she was
chosen to do a national commercial for Airwick air freshener.
The advertisement has been
filmed and will be showing

soon.
"Yeah, (as an actor) you'll do
a commercial and not really
consider it prostituting your
art," Greer Mid. "I think you

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

ACTRESS BOBBIE GREER finds that the solitude of this area of the country Is conducive to
creativity.

learn from every job you ever
take as an actor."
Greer also said she does not
believe that acting can be
taught.
"I think talent is basically
sensitivity, and I think that
sensitivity can be nurtured,"
she said. "To me, the really
good acting is taking the situation and trying to be yourself in
it."
"An actor has to be aware; he
has got to be able to observe
behavior," Greer said. "And
t here's imagination- you have
to have an imagination."
The actress said one of her
favorite roles to play is that of
the comedienne. "I think if you
can do comedy, you can do
anything," she said. "You
either have comic timing or you
don't.
"My favorite type character is
the kind that can make you
laugh and cry at the same

Euro-Tan Syste111

Greer borrowed from her own
experience when she expressed
that an acting career does not
always mean glory and high
fmancial rewards.
"I would advise anybody who
loves acting, writing, painting
or whatever to pursue that,"
she said, "but if you want to
make money, go into chemical
engineering and go into hazardous waste control."
However, if Greer could do it
all over again, she said she
would. She says she has no
regrets about her choice of
careers.
"I'm very proud of being an
actor," she said. "To me, that's
one of the most important
things in the world if you can
get somebody to laugh. Al}d I
think it's an honest living. Ws a
wonderful thing if you have
that gift or that inclination to

do that with your talent," she
said.
1
Greer, who also enjoys
writing, said one of her main
ambitions now is to someday
write and perform her own
work. And she said she does not
believe that her dream will be
deterred by the fact that she's
now back in "this neck of the
woods," away from Broadway
and the nation's largest film
industry.
"I have evolved to believe
that I ought to be able to practice my acting anywhere,''
Greer said. "1 think my writing I
and performing is only going to
be enhanced by being
someplace that I know
something about.
"I would love by the time I'm
40 to be doing a one-woman
show- to write and perform my
own work. And I would like for
it to be real life kind of stuff,''
she said. " ...I may wind up doing it in MWTay, Ky."

I

£etas

Featuring:
• A lar ger surface bed
• 160 Watt bulbs
• 450 Watt facial bulbs
• Built~in air circulation
• Less than 1/3 of 1% UVB r ays
(tan...don't burn)

Welcomes
Gaye Latim.er
to our Salon

1 Session- $2.95
5 Sessio~ $12.95

Staff.

10 Sessions- $25

Classic

Call for an
appointment today!

Tanning
Salon

Aveda & Redken
products available

753-3621
1038. 3rd
Downtown Murray
(Inside Crass Furniture)

time," she said. "To me, that's
life. And if art can reflect life...

1600DodsonAve.

Admissions counselors' job·
requires outgoing persons
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

The people who work in
School Relations don't spend
much time behind a desk.
Admissions counselors and
directors, instead, spend most of
their time out of the office and
on the road, meeting and talking with prospective students
about Murray State.
Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said he is on the road
at least three or four days a
week. "Our busiest time is the
first of Septem her until
Thanksgiving. This is the f1rst
time that I've been in the office
in two weeks,'' Radke said.
As director, Radke has
several duties. "I basically do
the same thing the admissions
counselors do, but I have the additional respon~ibilities of
managing the office budget,
making decisions about recruitment strategies and directing
Summer-0, (the freshman sum·
mer orientations program)," he
said.
It takes a special type of person to be an admissions
counselor. Radke said a good
counselor must be well organized, articulate, a good
leader, and must believe in the
value of higher education.

Most important, the
counselors must be willing to
give of themselves for the sake
of others, he said. "When a prospective student walks into our
office, we must be willing to
stop whatever we are doing
because they are our priority,"
Radke said.

'It is tremendously important to be visible. If
we don't go out, then
people don ~t know
who we are, and if
they don't know who
we are, they don 't
come to MSU. '
-Radke
Garland said she spends more
time in the office than Radke
and the counselors because her
travel is limited to community
colleges. However, Garland has
numerous responsibil!ties in
the office. She said she is in
charge of marketing, publications, travel schedules and oncampus events and is the coordinator of scholarship
operations.
When she is recruiting
students, Garland said her
main goal is to get them to visit
the campus. "I tell them (the
prospective stude nts) how
friendly the atmosphere is at
Murray State and about our low
cost, academic achievements
and student involvement," she
said.
Garland graduated fr~m Murray State in 1976 with majors in
social wor k, rehabilitation and
psychology. She said she always
knew she wanted to work with
people, and when an admissions
counselor position opened on
campus in 1980, she took it and
was promoted to assistB.ll;t director of school relations three
years ago.

Jack Brockman, admissions
couru.elor, said he tries to be
friendly and easy to approach
Radke a l so said the and not stuffy when. he is
counselor's most important du- recruiting students.
Brockman learned about the
ty is to be visible and "to take
available job of admissions
MSU to the students."
"It is tremendously important counselor first-hand while he
to be visible,'' he said. "If we was a student at Murray State.
don't go out, then people don't " When I was at Murl'ay State,
know who we are, and if they my older brother, Tab, was an
don't know who we are, they admissions counselor and I was
a Student Ambassador,"
don't come to MSU."
Brockman said. "Murray State
Radke said the most rewar- gave me a lot while I was here,
ding part of his job is the oppor- so I wanted to give aomething
tunity to talk with high school back."
Brockman has worked in the
students about college. "The
best feeling is knowing that I'm a dmissions office since fall
making a difference and help- 1987. He said he is in charge of
ing people with decisions about recruiting students from
their future," he said.
Louisville a nd "the trench
Perhaps the most visible per- area," or area between Murray
son in the admissions office is State and Western Kentucky
Carmen Garland, assistant University in Bowling Green. It
is called the trench because of
director of school relations.

the constant battle between
Murray State a nd WKU for
a rea students, he said.
When he is not out on t he road
recruiting new stud e n ts ,
Brockman stays in the office
and welcomes visiting families,
helps with the Summer Qrien·
tation program and serves as
the Student Ambassador adviser, he said.
Brockman also said serving as
an admissions counselor has
really: helped him to lear n the
"ins and outs" of higher educa·
tion. "I think my experience as
an admissions counselor will
really help me out down t he
line," he said.
Admissions counselor
Michelle Thompson, the newest
member of the staff, said that,
in order to be an admissions
counselor, a person really has to
love to travel. "I travel about
four days a week and sometimes
on weekends," she said.
"A counselor has to be outgo·
ing and really excited about
Murray State. They must be
able to talk to anybody and
listen to and understand t he
(prospective) students they talk
with," Thompson said.
Thompson began working as
an admi!lsions counselor shortly
after her gra duation from Murray State in May 1988
Shirley Rainey, minority admissions counslor, said she
knew from the beginning that
working with students was the
right thing for her.
Even though Rainey has been
at Murray State for only two
months, she has already begun
to develop many new programs
and recruitment strategies aimed at minority students.

..
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George·-Hodge & Son

Used Furniture, Applian ces, T.U.'s
and Glassware

Appliance Repair
Antiques
Repair & Refinish Furniture
753- 4669

1 0 DiHielend Center

r---------------------------1

'Bucf(jngfiam !l(ay ~til.
20% Off All Shoes

Daxtar t~\

We also carry
Bass and
Rockport shoes.

Good through Nov. 19
Northside
Shopping
Phone
1
1
Center
753 - 8040
'---- - ----- - --- - -- - ----- -- -- - ~

The Jleauty Box
and Tanning Salon
'We've Redecorated!"
Come in and see our newly decorated
facility and take advantage of our
tanning salon and our n ew spiral perm.

Call for Appointment
Walk-ins welcome
Next to Campus
Dixieland Center

She has developed a program
called "Bridging the Gap,'' a
recruitment team made up of
ten minority student leaders
who travel with her to en·
courage minor ity students to attend Murray State.
"I want to do evel'ylhing in
my power to recr uit good
minority students to Murray
State," Rainey said.
Rainey also said her main
goal is so have a minority
enrollment of 10 percent within
the next five years.
"It makes m.e feel good to
know that I have been given a
chance to use my tr a ining to
help recruit students to Murray
State," she said.

Stravinsky qoncert to be held Sunday
The Murray State University
Choirs and Percuss~'>n Ensemble will present an All·
Stravinsky concert 3:30 p.m.
Sunday in Lovett Auditorium.
The program will include
works from the composer's
three style periods - early Russian, middle Neo-ClllBSic and

late Serial, said Dr. Bruce Ellie Brown, Marie Taylor and
Chamberlain, director of choral Susan Chamberlain.
activities/orchestra.
The program will also include
In addition to the University a work using a text from T.S.
chorale, concert choir, chamber Eliot's Four Quartets and a
singers and percussion ensem· work that Stravinsky wrote
ble, other performers will in- upon the death of Eliot in 1965,
clude Kay Bates, mezzo- Chamberlain said.
soprano; Randall Black, tenor;
Admission to the concert is
and four pianists: Steven and free.

Parents----------------------------------------Continued from Page 9
Parents w ho r eceived
Honorable Mention recognition
are: Pete and J oy Waldrop,
parents of Mark Waldrop; Kay
Frye, mother of Holli Frye;

Richard and Robin Hibbs,
parents of Kathy Hibbs; Jim
and Carolyn Orr, parents of
Amy and Leslie Orr; Homer and
Lea Ann Hall, parents of
Ashley Ha ll; Stonnie Lewellen,

mot her of Fawnda Cox; J udith
J ohnston, mother of J ulie Ann,
Lisa Ann and Lori Ann Cox;
and Phil and Sarah Bryan,
parents of Lee, Amy and Phillip
Bryan.

Nov. 9 CulTis Center '!beater

~

Fibn times:
~
3:30 p.m. all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.- tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID
AU times subject to change. Funded by SGA.

CAT ~ENDAR ---------------------N-ov_e_m~b-e-rP_:...~.e9-~~
Friday

Nov. 4

Last day. To drop second half·
semester course with a "W."
Last chan ce. To change second halfsemester class from credit to audit.
Drop/Ad d continu es. Records Office, 1st floor, Sparks Hall.
Open horse s how. Sponsored by the
New Providence Riding club. In West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, 7 p.m. Admission
charge is $2.
;
Friday m ovies. Wesley Foundation,
1315 Payne, 7 p.m. Free admission.
Open to all.

Volleyball. Southeast Missouri State
University. 7 p.m. Free Admission.
Placement Opportunity. "Air Force
Civilian Personnel Management
Center, Randolph Air Force Base, TX.
Looking for Occupational Safety and
Health majors and Hotel/Restaurant
and Realty majors for Housing Mgt.
and Services Specialist positions.
Stop by Placement Services, second
floor. Ordway Hall.
He alt h Servi ces Ca r eer Day.
"Show Me Center Concourse, Cape
Girardeau. MO .• 10 a .m . to 3 p.m. For
more information, call Career Planning and Placement at (314) 651-2583.
Campus n e ws, w e ather and
sports. MSU TV-11 (Cable), 6 and
9:30p.m.

Nov. 5

Saturday

AQHA horse show. Sponsored by
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association. In West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. 8 a.m. Free admission.
GED test. Counseling and Testing
Center. Ordway Hall, 8 a.m. Free.

Nov. 6

Sunday

Day of Worship.
MSU ch oirs. All Stravinsky program, Lovett Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
Conducted by Bruce Chamberlin.
Fellowship meal. Murray Christian
Fellowship, 1508 Chestnut St., 6 p.m.
Meal is free .
AQHA horse sh ow. Sponsored by
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Assoc1ation. In West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition
Center, 8 a.m. Free admission.

Nov. 7

Monday

Quad State Ch oral Festival. 350
students perform from the region. 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Free
admission.
Break aw ay meal. Wesley Foundation United Methodist Student
Center, 3:30p.m. Open to the public.
Cost is $1.

Tuesday

Nov. 8

Election Day. Classes dismissed.
Polls open from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Wednesday

Nov. 9

Lu nch eon. Wesley Foundation
United Methodist Student Center.
11:30 a .m. to 1 p.m. Open to the
public. Cost is $1.
Bible Study. Murray Chris tian
Fellowship. 1508 Chestnut St., 6:30
p.m.
Chess Club. Play chess and become
aquainted with other ·players.
Mississippi Room, Curris Center,
third floor, 6-10 p.m.
Hearty Meal. Provided by Meal
Management, HEC 332. Room 204 N
of the Applied Science Builiding,
11:30 a.m. Cost is $ 3.50. Call for
reservation: 762-3384.
Campus Movie. "Someone to Watch
Over Me." Curris Center Theater.
Showtimes are at 3:30. 7, and 9:30
p.m. Admission is $1 matinee. Even·
ing showings are $1.50 for students
with ID, $2.25 for others.
Ca mpus n ews, weather a nd
sp orts. MSU TV-11 (Cable), 6 and
9:30p.m.

GRADUATING
SENIORS•..

AROUND CAMPUS
Australia Ensemble

Photo display

The Australian Ensemble will be
the Murray Civic Music Association's
second offering of its 1988-1989
season on Nov. 15.
Australia's leading chamber music
group consists of the country's most
outstanding musicians comprising
string trio, flute, clarinet and piano.
The numbers include many great
works infrequently heard because of
their unusual instumentation.
The concert will be at 8 p.m., Nov.
15, at Lovett Auditorium, and MSU
students may attend free of charge by
showing t heir current ID cards.

One hundred and eight black and
white photographs about Kentuckians' life 60 years ago is currently on display at the Pogue Library.
The collection shows scenes of family
life, work, transportaion and leisure
activities of people of all walks of life
and all sections of the state.
The photos wlll be on display
t hrough Nov. 17.

Lunch break!

~

~

.A

•Efigherstwrl±ngs~

•Faster promotions
See your Department Chairman for Details

For more 'i nformation contact: Dr. WiUiam
Payne, Coordinator, 824 WeUs Hall,
762-8752.

Symp osium on Expert Systems for
Bus iness Indu stry. A vi deo
teleconference for persons in business
and industry interested in using artificial intelligence or expert systems
technology to improve the decisionmaking process. $25 fee . For more in·
formation call Stan Key at 762-4229.
Newsweekly. MSU TV·ll's week in
review, 6 and 9:30p.m.
Placement opportunity. "Brown
Printing Company," Franklin, KY.
Printing Management/Graphic Arts
majors for Customer Service position.
Stop by Placemenn Service, second
floor, Ordway Hall.

University J azz Ba n d. Currie
Center Ballroom, 8 p.m . John
Schlabach. director. Jazz bands I and
n will perform.
Student Art Exhibition. Graphic
design works by Rose Rubsam,
Bachelor of Science candidate. Curris
Center Gallery through Nov. 20.
Professional meeting. Beta Alpha
Psi meets "Price Waterhouse." Ohio
Room. Curris Center. 7 p.m.
Volleyball. Middle Tennessee State
University. 7 p.m. Free admission.

HERE'S HOW Right now, you can discover how the best
just got a little better. Enjoy special savings
from
Domino's Pizza with these coupons.
THE BEST
You'll see why more people call us for pizza
delivery than all the rest combined. And
JUST GOT
now , there's just another reason why the
best just can't be beat.
BETTER
r···--·-············--·, r······----------------,
Aeceove S1 00 olf eny
pizza. One coupon per
oraer Good only al
locahons hslcd
Oller exp1res 12'4•8S .

Consider Graduate School

Give yourself an opportunity for

Nov. 10

Thursday

~

a;
Murray State University

Interested in playing chess or
meeting other chess players? ·
The Chess Club meets every
Wednesday from 6-10 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the Curris
Center.

A tasty, nutricious meal is
College Fiction Contest
available from Meal Management,
HEC 332.
Entries are being accepted for
Take your choice of a Regular Meal, Playboy magazine's 1989 College Ficfor those not counting calories, or a
tion Contest.
Heart Smart Meal, which fits the
To enter, submit your typed, doubleAmerican Heart Association
spaced manuscrtpt of 25 pages or less
Guidelines for lower fat, saturated fat
with a 3 inch by 5 inch card listing
and cholesterol.
your name, age, college affiliation,
The lunches are served in Room ... perm ane nt address and phone
204N of the Applied Sctence Building
number to Playboy College Fiction
on Wednesdays at 11:30 a.m.
Contest , 919 North Michigan
The cost is $3.50.
Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

$1.00
OFF

.____ __ _,.

Chess Club

Meal
Deal

Pizza & Cota
For Four

Only$9.95

Fast, Free Delivery
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SAVE THE HOMEPLACE

Vote [lJ YES on constitutional amendment
#2 to limit the abuses of broad form deeds
Paid for by Kenwcklans For The Commonwealth

~--------------------------------~
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753-2975

1

New Racer Patrol?
These tlkes, who attend the University Day Care Center, seemingly have Intentions of
enforcing 'the law In their school yard.

~·

t4" p·IZza . . . thin cr ust

I
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510 Main St.

$ 2 off

1
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NOT VAUD IN COMBINATION WlTfl ANY OTIIER OFFER
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Bel Air Laundry
1
·under New Management•
Ask For Nadine

We'll wash your clothes!

Former instructor finds truth
in studying stars for guidance
By DlANA KINGSBURY

Reporter
For centuries, men have looked to the stars for guidance.
Scientists have said the Egyptian pyramids and the
monolithic rocks known as
Stonehenge in England are examples of ancient man's use of
astrology.
Even now, almanacs show
that some farmers still look for
celestial guidance for planting
and harvesting their crops
Many people, however, are
skeptical of any knowledge that
can be obtained from the stars.
Betty Hinton, a former Murray State speech and theater instructor, used to be a skeptic.
Some 20 years ago, Hinton
and some of her colleagues
began studying astrology m an
attempt to disprove it, she said.
To their surprise, though,
Hinton said they found that
there is much truth to
astrology.
•·we were excited when we
first found out it worked," she
said. "It was as scientific as if
we were doing a study in
college."
Unlike the popular
astrological columns in many
newspapers, which are based on
the sun signs, Hinton's course
of study is moon signs, she said.
"The sun signs are universal
and general," she said. "Moon
signs are very different. They
are much more aecurate."
Hinton said astrology is very
scientific . It involves

mathematical calculations using a variety of data, including
when and where a person was
born, the precise time of birth
and the person's sex.
After the various calculations
have been made, Hinton comes
up with a chart which is different for each individual. She
uses wheels showing the exact
location of planets at given
times and books of latitude and
longitude to help her make the
charts which take about a week
to complete, she said.
"I have hundreds and hundreds of reference books," Hinton said.
She also stressed that
astrology is not the same thing
as fortunetelling.
"Using the charts, you can
learn what someone's tendencies are," she said. "This allows
you to predict very accurately
how someone will react in a
given situation."
There are both positive and
negative tendencies in every
chart, Hinton said, and good
astrologers have the sensitivity
to know if a person would be
more likely to follow the
positive or the negative side.
" You always read a chart in a
more positive manner," she
said. "Sometimes you see
things in a chart that are better
otT left unsaid. You have to
remember when you read a
chart that you're playing with a
person's life."
Hinton said that one chart she
did was so full of evil that she
locked it up and refused to tell

the man whom it was for what
it said.
"The mistake that some people make is that they get caught
up in astrology and, instead of
them using it, they let astrology
rule their lives," she said.
Hinton has done the charts of
a few celebrities. Her chart for
former first lady Jackie Kennedy was published in a national astrology magazine when
President John F. Kennedy was
in office.
"There were several things I
did not write that later happened in her life,'' Hinton said.
Hinton also did a chart for Pat
Sajak, the host of the television
gameshow Wheel of Fortune
when he attended Murray State
in the 1970s.
She said she did not foresee
his current celebrity position
but was able to tell that he had
a "tendency to achieve success
in the high ranks."
Hinton also said people need
to be careful when choosing an
astrologer.
" If you fmd an astrologer who
treats it as a science, you have a
good astrologer," she said. "If
you find one that wants to d6
voodoo fortunet~lling, you had
better back off."
Hinton, who works at the
Framer's Gallery in Murray,
does not practice astrology as
much now as she used to, she
said, but when she does, it is
something she does because she
wants to and not to make a
living.
"It's very rewarding for me,
and it's exciting," she said.
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Past outstanding seniors
appreciate time at MSU
By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer

Each year, Murray State
names a graduating man and
woman as the outstanding
seniors of the year, based upon
their academic achievements
and involvement on campus, to
represent "the best of the best."
Some outstanding seniors
ft·om the most recent past are
now attending graduate school,
doing medical residencies,
working in permanent. jobs or
holding jobs they consider only
a stepping stone to bigger and
better things.
However, all seemingly
believe that Murray State was
the path to their present
opportunities.
"I found that my education
level was higher after coming to
a small-to-medium size school
versus those who went to a
larger university where there
was no school involvement or
support," said Debra Lewellyn
Noble, 1984 Outstanding
Senior Woman.
Noble graduated from Murray
with a Bachelor of Science
degree in business administration and now lives in German·
town, Tenn., where she and her
husband run a business that
sells office computer
equipment.
"Murray definitely prepared
me. When I wns in med school, I
found that Murray's pre-med
program was one of the best,"
said Chad Lamb, 1984 Outstan. ding Senior Man.
Lamb is al Scott Air Force
Base where he is doing his family practice residency.
Joan Cmarik;- 1985 Outstan·
ding Senior Woman, is studying
biochemistry in graduate school
at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tenn. She agreed
with Lamb.
"Murray offers
undergraduate research that
some places can't,'' Cmarik
said.
While there are advantages to
being in a city like Nashville,
where a university can pull in
larger programs with city-wide
support, Murray State offers
more personal interaction bet·
ween profes..'IOrs and students,
inside and outside the
classroom, Cmarik said.

'I found that my education level was higher
after c oming to a
small-to-medium size
school versus those
who went to a larger
university where there
was no school involvement or support.'
- Noble
Students receive more per·
sonal attention at Murray State
and get a chance to get to know
the administration, said
Thomas Baumgarten, 1985
Outstanding Senior Man.
Baumgarten is now in his last
year of medical school at the
University of Louisville, which
he said is much more of a com·
muter school than Murray.
"People in Murray are more
friendly and there's not as
much to do, so you do more with
the people you know," he said.

"I feel very confident about
my degree and the education
that I received there (at Murray
State)," said Lori Webb, 1987
Outstanding Senior Woman. ''I
feel that it is comparable, if not
superior, to most others," she
said.
Webb recently returned to the
United States from studying at.
the University of Edinburgh in
Scotland, where she was in the
·master's of business ad ·
ministration program on a
Rotary Club scholarijhip. She
graduated from Murray with a
degree in business economics.
Not only did Murray State
seemingly prepare these
outstanding seniors for "the
real world" through its
academic programs but also
through involvement in outside
activities and interaction with
others.
"Extracurricular activities at
Murray prepared me as well as
academics," said Noble, who
was actively involved in the
Student Gove-rnment Associa·
tion and Greek system.

"I'm proud to represent Mur·
ray State as Mr. MSU,"
Houston said.
Houston is a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,
the Academic Advisory Council,
Student Alumm Association,
Student Ambassadors, Tri-Beta
and MSU LEAD, a campus
leadership program.
DeFabio said he believes the
pageant was a good experience
because of the formal interview
category and having to be on
stage in front of a crowd.
"I think it (the pageant) was a
tremendous success," DeFabio
said.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
was DeFabio's sponsor for the
event. "I am thankful to the
Tri-Sigmas for having faith in
me," he said.

DeFabio also said he was not
expecting to receive his runner·
up title.
"I was really surprised. I look·
ed around, and there were so
many talented guys there," be
said.
DeFabio did a monologue
from "A Birth" by Chuck Swin·
doll for t he talent competition,
while hawks sang acappella.
One of the other contestants,
Matt Sullivan, a senior adver·
tising major from Benton, Ill.,
said he also thought the
pageant interview was good experience for contestants.
"I thought the pageant was
well-put together. I think it's an
honor to be in it," Sullivan said.
Having also participated in
the 1987 Mr. MSU Pageant,
Sullivan said he believes this
year's cont-est was better than
last year's.

• ~ • New dining room
~c> • Convenient d rive-thru
• Always weekly special

This weeks special:
Large hamburger, fries and ·
medium drink for $2.29
(offer good Nov. 7-12)

"People at Murray were
great. They really care and take
an interest in you. It gave me a
lot of self-confidence," said
Suzanne Eubank Jackson, 1986
Outstanding Senior Woman.
Jackson was the 1983 Miss
MSU, a Summer Orientation
counselor and a Student Am·
bassador. Currently, she is
working as a management in·
formation consultant in
Nashville.

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 9 a.m.
Sunday CLOSED
806 Chestnut St.

"One of the most important
things 1 learned at Murray was
how lo get along with many different kinds of people," said
Eric Bandy, 1987 Outstanding
Senior Man. He currently
works for Kentucky Farm
Bureau in Greenville.
All these past graduates had
nostalgic feelings for Murray
State, and most agreed what
they miss most about the
University is the friends they
made here.
"You can never duplicate college," Baumgarten said. "It is a
great time, and there is nothing
that will ever be like that
again."
"I sure don't miss cramming
from 11 (p.m.) to 5 (a.m.) to
study for a test or get a paper
done, but I really miss my
friends," Bandy said.
"It's kind of sad being out (of
college), and I could have stayed
a while longer, but it's nice to
be out making money," said
Monica Hobbs, 1988 Outstanding Senior Woman .
Hobbs works in Nashville as
an auditor for an accounting
firm. While at Murray Stat~.
she was the 1986 Miss MSU and
a Summer Orientation
counselor and was involved in
the Greek system.

C&rollna Brown

~:ves
~ $4.99

"I met a lot of people that I
didn't know on campus,"
Sullivan said.
Each contestant was scored by
a panel of five judges in formal
interview, talent and formal
wear categories, according to
Huong Dinh, pageant director.
Dinh said the talent presentations included singing,
dramatic interpretation, comedy and piano playing.
"1 thought this pageant was
one of the most successful
because we had 19 con·
testants," Dinh said. "I think
the pageant has become more
prestigious."
Approximately 750 people attended the event, she said, and
proceeds will be donated to the
Arthritis Research Foundation,
the sorority's national
philanthropy.

$2.19

The Brothers of

"College was wonderful and
the people were so supportive,"
Noble said. "I'm glad I made
the decision to go to Murray. I
wouldn't have had it any other
way," she said.
Mark Logan, 1988 Outstan·
ding Senior Man, is now in
medical school at Vanderbilt
University and was unavailable
for comment, as was Willam
Anderson Jr., 1986 Outstanding Senior Man.

Mr.MSU~-----------------------------------Continued from Page 9

Come & see how we have grown

LAMBDA CHI
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Mr. MSU 1988
We are proud of all of
our candidates:
Ken Hansen
Chris Carlson
Dan DeFabio
Sean Hoskins
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Racers lose OVC overtime battle
By RICKY THOMPSON

Editor
The Racers fell to Ohio Valley
Conference leaders Eastern
Kentucky University in over·
time 31-24 at Roy Stewart
Stadiurnn Saturday.
Sports

FOOTBALL
The loss dropped the Racers to
2-2 in the OVC and 2-6 overall.
"We gave a good football team
too many opportunities to beat
us," Mike Mahoney, head
coach, said.
The Racers faced the top of·
fense in the conference in EKU.
led by running backs Elroy Har·
ris and Tim Lester. Mahoney
said Harris, who finished the
game with 244 yards rushing on
39 carries, was one of the best
running backs he had ever seen.
Mahpney said he thought the
defense played well enough to
win, and ove1·all his team show·
ed improvement.
" Eastern Kentucky is a good
football team," he said. "For us
to have stayed this close and
given them that kind of battle
shows that we've made progress
since the beginning of the
season. Elroy Harris had a fine
performance against us, but on
the whole I thought our defense
played well. It seemed like he
was either getting :>topped at
the line of scrimmage or he was
ripping off 15· or 20-yard
gains," Mahoney said.
''We knew it would be a war
for four quarters," senior center
Marshall Sills, Washington
Crossing, Pa., said.
Mahoney said there were two
plays crucial to the game's out·
come; a late first-half EKU field
goal and the blocked punt by
EKU in the third quarter.
The 29-yard field goal by
Eastern's James Campbell
came with no time left on the
clock at the end of the first half
to tie the score 17-17 at.
halftime.
The block of junior Rod Cog·
gin's punt and the EKU
recovery on the MSU 13-yard
line set up a Colonel scoring opportunity to tie the score 24-24
in the third quarter.
The game was a seesaw battle
until the end, with each team
matching the other's score in
each quarter.
The Colonels scored early,

capitalizing on an MSU fumble
but the Racers countered and
sustained a 90-yard, 17.play
drive which took 8 1/2 minutes
to complete. The drive was cap·
ped off by a touchdown on a
keeper by junior quarterback
Michael Proctor, Sylvester, Ga.
Sophomore kicker Greg Duncan, Ottawa, Canada, added the
point after to tie the score.
EKU scored early in the second quarter on a Harris seven·
yard run to go up 14·7, but the
Racers scored on their next
poRsession with a Duncan
24-yard field goal making it
14-10.
With 2:48 remaining in the
half, Proctor found junior
receiver Glen Arterburn,
Haileah, Fla., in the end zone
for a five-yard touchdown. Duncan's kick gave the Racers the
lead for the first time, 17·14.
The first half ended in a dead·
lock after an EKU field goal.
The Racers final score came in
the third quarter, as sophomore
receiver James Huff. Nashville,
Tenn., caught a Proctor pass
from eight yards out and MSU
went up 24-17 after Duncan's
kick.
EKU tied the score after the
blocked ptmt, and at the end of
regulation the contest was at a
standlitill, 24-24.
MSU won the coin toss and
elected to defend first in over·
time, and EKU scored on their
second play from scrimmage on
a Lester 23-yard run up the
middle. The Racers failed to
score on their possession and
EKU came away with a 31-24
victOry.
"A few mistakes just cost us,"
sophomore linebacker Shelton
Bu.rruss, Buffalo, N.Y., said.
The Racers finished the game
with 268 yards total offense to
the Colonels' 405.
Proctor finished the game
eight.-for-19 with 117 yards, two
touchdowns and one
interception.
Arterburn had three catches
for 32 yards and a touchdown.
Freshman Dwayne Depp,
Glasgow, had two catches for 32
yards and Huff had one catch
for an eight-yar'd touchdown.
Senior receiver Marc Murray,
West Palm Beach, Fla., and
sophomore Rick Miller, Chaf·
fee, Mo., each had a reception.

-
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RACER FULLBACK Conrad Reynolds struggles for yardage against Eastern Kentucky University.

Freshman fullback Conrad
Reynolds, Basking Ridge, N.J .,
was the leading rusher with 75
yards on 16 carries. Proctor had
47 yards on 15 carries and one
touchdown.

The defense was led by
sophomore linebacker Danny
Amato, Hoboken, N.J., with 18
tackles and a fumble recovery.
Burruss and freshman
linebacker Reggie Kennedy,

Hartford, each had 16 tackles
and a fumble recovery.
Mahoney said he was proud of
the efforts of the his team
despite the loss.

Squad ends road trip
tied for second place
By LAURA DOUGHERTY
Reporter

The Murray State women's
volleyball team has finished up
a three match road trip in·
eluding two conference matches
this week.

VOLlEYBALL

\

JOE MARCH, defensive end, geta hold of the Colonela' Elroy Harrta.

Photo by TIM NOlCOX

The Lady Racers defeated
Middle Tennessee State Univer·
sity in an Ohio Valley Con·
ference match Oct. 27.
The team won its first two
games 15-8 and 15-3 but fell to
MTSU 12·15 and 10-15 before
bouncing back in the last game
15-1.
"It was a disappointing win.
We played to win but, we relax·
ed and the intensity and

Last week , Ji 11 Doty.
fl·eshman from Hoopeston, Ill..
was selected OVC Player of the
Week for being atop the charts
for kill percentage. Against
MTSU Doty had 13 kills with
zero errors; Lea Ann Allen,
sophomore from Quincy, Ill.,
had 10 kills with two errors;
Kim Koehler, sophomore from
Marion, lll., had 14 kills with
four errors; and Melisa
Webster, freshman from New
Ulm, Minn., had six kills with
two errors.
Saturday, the Lady Racers
fell to the University of
Alabama-Birmingham 7·15,
9-15, 15·11 and 12-15.
See VOLLEYBALL
Page 20
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RUNNERS START the women's 1988 OVC Cross Country Championships at Francis E. Miller Golf
Course.

Women finished second
at conference final meet
By ~~_LL JAMESON
Reporter

The Murray State women's
cross country team placed second in tpe 1988 Ohio Valley
Conference Cross Country
Ch~VDpionships at Francis E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course in
Murray Saturday.

WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
Coach Marg{lret Simmons
said that the team members
could have had beUer times, but
Eastern Kentucky University is
a good, competitive team.
"I'm not sure that our best
times would have won," Sim·
mons said.

Simmons was not disappointed with the team's
performance.
1
' They performed as well as
they could on that day," she
said.
Jackie Murzynowski, a senior
from Lake View, N.Y., was the
top finisher for Murray, placing
second with a time of 18
minutes and six seconds.
Other runners for Murray
were: Nina Funderburk, a
senior from Tonawanda, N.Y.,
finishing fifth; Kathy Mueller,
a senior from LaSalle, lll.,
finishing eighth; Jenny Edmonds, a junior from Downers
Grove, lll., finishing 11th;
Valeria Bowser, a junior from
Dover, Del., finishing 16th;
Molly Poehlein, a sophomore
from Lafayette, Ind., finishing

18th; and Melanie Denman, a
freshman form Dyersburg,
Tenn., finishing 23rd.
The team will compete in the
regional meet on Nov. 12 at
Furman University in Greenville, S.C.
Murray State is in the third
region which is the largest,
with 70 8Chools who have
women's cross country teams. It
is also the most competitive,
with four nationally ranked
teams: North Carolina State,
ranked flrst; University of Kentucky, ranked third; Clemson,
ranked 14th; and Alabama,
ranked 17th.
"This is like nationals to us. I
hope our team finishes in the
top half," Simmons said.

Club celebrates anniversary
By STEPHANIE GAETA
Reporter
After an absence of three
years, Murray State's soccer
club is back this year, just in
time to celebrate its 20th
anniversary.
Twenty years ago, the MSU
soccer team had a season of five
wins, two losses and one tie.
"That's what we're shooting
for," said Pete Cote, president
of the club.
So far the club's 23 members
have played five games with
wins over Trevecca Nazarene
College, David Lipscomb Col·
lege and Middle Tennessee
State University and two losses
against the Indiana University
and Western Kentucky Univer·

sity. Games are played at Cut·
chin Field and the intramural
complex.
The soccer club plans on playing 10 games and hosting a
tournament on Nov. 12·13.
Those schools planning to participate in the tournament are
Western Kentucky University,
University of Kentucky,
Trevecca Nazarene, Indiana
University, and possibly
Southern Indiana University
and Central Missouri State
University. When the season is
over, the club plans on running
a soccer clinic for kids in Murray on two or three weekends.
Soccer club officers are president Pete Cote, vice president

Steve Belongia, secretary Len
E. Wolz, and treasurer Greg
Knedler.
The club is sponsored by the
Holiday Inn, Century 21, Bank
of Murray, Peoples Bank of
Murray, Eagle Inn and Dennison and Hunt.

Hwy641N.
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Come By and Give Us A Try

2000 years later,
Christianity'sbiggest
colJ.l.Retinon
is still ihe Lions.
Before you sit down for an afternoon with the Lions, Bears,
Dolphins, Rams, Cowboys or Vikings, come spend an hour
with some very nice Christians in the love, worship and
fellowshiip of Jesus Chrust.
'I'.be EpYoopal Church

"Right now we are trying to
establish an intercollegiate
team for next year with athletic
director Mike Strickland," Cote
said. "Intercollegiate sports
represent the school well and
can be very competitive," be
said.
MSU's soccer club will face
Rhodes College on Nov. 5.
"I have a feeling that we can
better our record," Cote said.

Volleyball---------------'---Auburn's number one hitter,
The volleyball team rounded
Segovia said.
the
weekend
Oct.
30,
when
up
agressiveness was not there,"
"I'm very proud of the team.
head coach Oscar Segovia said. they faced Auburn University. They played the way I wanted
Despite the loss, Segovia said The Lady Racers lost to Auburn them to play," Segovia said.
he felt the team benefited 15-17, 15·9, 7-15 and 14-16.
The team is now tied for se"We were not predicted to win cond in the OVC.
because they realized that the
but we played very well against
concentration was not there.
The Lady k acers met OVC
Jodi Price, a reshman from Auburn," Segovia said.
Kim Anslinger, freshman rivals Tennessee State UniverElkhart, Ind., was the top hitter
for the match, and Koehler had from Evansville, Ind., had the sity Wednesday in Nashville,
most blocks and she shutout Tenn.
six kills with
..., two errors.

Continued from Page 19
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Racer senior comes back fro.m injuries
By STEVE PARKER
Assistant Sports Editor

Injuries and temporary setbacks are two things that wide
receiver Marc Murray will take
with him when his very interesting career at Murray
State is over.
Murray, a 5-foot 11-inch,
170-pound senior from West
Palm Beach, Fla., enjoyed great
success at Forest Hills High
School. He lettered in football
and track, but football was the
sport that attracted college
recruiters. Murray was contacted by schools like the
University of Michigan, Ohio
State University and Miami
University. Like so many
Racers, he could not pass up the
chance to play immediately,
which is possible at schools like
Murray State.
As a freshman for the Racers
in 1984, Murray earned a star-

tmg spot during summer practice, but was hit for the first
time with an injury.
A broken wrist kept him from
making his f~.rst collegiate start
in the 26-23 upset victory over
the University of Louisville.
"Injuries are one of the big·
gest differences between college
and high school football," Murray said. "In college, people are
going down with injuries
everyday."
During his freshman and
sophomore years Murray had to
s1t and watch Racer wide
receiver and current receiving
record-holder Lee McCormick
perform. Watching McCormick
from the sidelines taught Mur·
ray much of what he knows
today.
"Lee was a perfectionist and
went all out every time he hit
the field," Murray said. "In
1986, when he left, I really tried
to be the leader that he was."

"There was 2:38 left in the
game, and we were on their
40-yard line with third down
and eight yards to go. I made a
leaping catch to keep the scoring drivt- alive," Murray said.
"It was the most memorable
moment of my career at Murray
State."
After the '86 season, Murray
dropped out of school and went
back to West Palm Beach. He
had an agreement with former
Racer head coach Frank
Beamer, to drop-out of school for
one year and return for the
1988 season. Academics was the
main reason Murray decided to
Marc Murray
take a year off from school.
"School wasn't going as well
His patience finally paid off in
the OVC championship year of as I thought it should, and I was
1986. Murray was second on the burned out from football," he
team in receiving and played a said.
Murray had a difficult time
key role in the drive for the ti·
last
summer trying to decide if
tle, especially in the
Youngstown State University he really wanted to come back
for his senior year, but he
game.

reaiized the importance of a
degree and returned.
He liked the idea of coming
back to see his old teammate~.
catching passes from the best
quarterback in the conference
and providing leadership, he
said.
Unfortunately, many of his
old teammates had graduated
the year before, Michael Proctor
now runs the ball in the
wishbone and he didn't know
the players he was supposed to
lead, he said.
"It was a lot different than
the years before," Murray said.
"All of the guys were gone. We
had new coaches, a new offense.
and all of the new players
thought I was a freshman."
This season Murray finds
himself playing behind Glen
Arterburn, a junior from
See MURRAY
Page 23

Team finished fall season; hopeful for spring
By RHONNDA KERR
Reporter

The Murray State women's
tennis team finished the fall
season satisfied with their performance and very hopeful of
next spring.

WOMEN'S
1ENNIS
The team, made up of six
players. performed well con·
sidering the many problems it
faced, head coach Sherryl Rouse
said
"We started the season with
12 matches scheduled but ended
up playing only two dual matches and two tournaments
because of illness and injury."

The dual matches against
Eastern Kentucky University
and the University of Cincin·
nati were close, but Murray lost
them both 5-4.
"They performed very well
against Eastern," Rouse said.
"It was very close."
"We were only playing with
four players against the University of Cincinnati, so we had to
fault three of our matches,"
Rouse said.
Murray finished fourth out of
seven teams in the University
of Louisville Invitational Tour·
nament and tied for first with
Auburn University in the Mur·
ray State Invitational
Tournament.
Sally Henle, one of the team's
top performers, was not able to
play in two of the matches

because of a sprained hand, and
Celine Neefkes could only play
in one match because of illness,
Rouse said.
"Bobbi Koehn, Alice Johnson
and Sheri Chong had very
strong performances this
season," Rouse said.
Co-captain, Chong, a senior
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., was
pleased with the team.
"I think we did pretty well
considering the people we
played," she said. "We played
some pretty tough teams."
Team captains Chong and He·
nle both agt·ee that the Murray
State Invitational Tournament
was the highlight of the season.
"We did really well," Chong
said. "We only had five players,

but we stuck together and tried
to pull through it."

Eastern Invitational Tournament on Feb. 17 and 18.

Henle, a senior from
Louisville, was somewhat liThe Murray State tennis club
disappointed with the season, will be having their first annual
because it was so short for her, Women's Fall Festival Tourna·
but is optimistic about the ment on Nov. 5 and 6.
spring.
The six available divisions
"If everyone stays healthy
will
include women's open
and we have all six players, I
think we'll do really well," she singles and doubles, women's
class B singles and doubles,
said.
Rouse also predicts a winning women 30 years old and over
singles and doubles, women 40
season for the spring
years old and over singles and
"Our returning five are very doubles, women 50 years old
strong, and we will be adding and over singles and doubles,
Ginger Smith, a sophomore and mother and daughter
from Mayfield, and possibly doubles.
Corine Diderik from Holland,"
she said.
For further information, conThe first match of the spring tact Sherry] Rouse at her office,
season will be held at the 762-6462, or home, 753-7164.
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The Racers will be hoping for
a repeat performance of last
season's 13-1 Ohio Valley Con·
ference championship and 22·9
overall record.
The team returns four seniors
which have been with Newton
since he began building his
program.
" When I came here, I set out
to build a program in three to
four years and we're going on
our fourth year and we're right
on schedule," Newton said.
" The seniors are the
foundation ."
Senior Jeff Martin , a
6-foot-6-inch, 195 pound forward from Cherry Valley, Ark.,
has led all Division I players in
Kentucky in scoring the past
two years with aver ages of 21.2
and 26.2 points per game
respectively. He currently leads
active Division I players in the
country in career points with
1,739. Martin has a list of
honors including being named a
pre-season highest-mention AllAmerican in Street & Smith's
Basketball Yearbook as well as

TiredO(Your
Jewelry'I
Broken ? Or j ust time
for a change?

"QU4Uty s~ruice A

Traditi41t Sin« 1865"

Open House
Friday, Nov. 4
2 m.- 6 .m.

Lady Racers with OVC hopes
By MICHAEL PADUANO
Reporter

After last year's 21-7 record
setting performance, head
coach Bud Childers said this
could be 'the year for the Lady
Racers to win their first Ohio
Valley Conferenc e
championship.
Childers, in his fifth year at
Murray State. said the conference title should be a threeteam race between Middle Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech
University and the Racers.
Childers said the OVC will be
won by the team that avoids in·
juries and gets good play from
the bench.
The 1988-89 Lady Racers
return four starters from last
year's team
Senior Sheila Smith, a
5-foot-10-inch shooting guard
from Memphis, led the team in
scoring last year with a 21.8
points-per-game average and
has 1,624 points in her career.
Smith ts only 109 points from
the career scoring mark set by
Laura Lynn in 1981.
Childers said Smith is the
greatest player in Murray State
history.

-

Johnson averaged 12 points
Senior Rona Poe, a
5-foot-7-inch point guard from per game, seven rebounds and
Benton, bas 300 career assists 4.1 assists.
and should break the record for
The Lady Racers return the
career assists by a Lady Racer, nucleus of a strong bench from
currently held by Lynn , last year's team.
Childers said. Poe averaged 7.4
Other returneeti from last
points per game and 4.9 assists
year's team include: Cindy Edper game.
dy, a 6-foot forward from Las
Vegas, Nev.; Cindi Brazee, a
5-foot-7-inch sophomore from
Jackson, Tenn; Melissa Huffman, a 5-foot-8-inch junior
Power forward Michelle Wen- guard-forward from Columbus,
ning, a 6-foot-2-inch sophomore Ind .; Tawnya Pierce , a
from New Washinington, Ind., 6-foot-1-inch forward-center
was selected to the Women's from Greencastle, Ind.; and
Basketball Yearbook second· Stacy Camp, a 6·foot-2-inch
team Freshman All -American center from Kansas City, Mo.
and the All-Ohio Valley Con·
Incoming freshmen are: Jill
ference Freshman Team for last
year. Wenning averaged 15.2 Evilsizer, a 5-foot-5-inch guard
points per game and a team from Murphysboro. Ill.; Tresina
leading 9.2 rebounds. Wenning Ezell, a .5--foot-7-inch guard·
is also an honorable mention forwru:d from Columbus, Ind.;
Julie Pinson, a 5-foot-8-incb
pre-season All-American.
guard from Lee's Summit, Mo.;
Karen Johnson will likely be Angie Waldon, a 6-foot-2-inch
the other starting forward this forward-center from Jackson,
year. Johnson, a 5-foot-11-inch Tenn.; Belinda Williams, a
junior from Memphis, Tenn.• set 5-foot-11-inch forward from
the Murray State single-game
scoring mark when she scored Mansfi~ld , Tenn.
The Lady Racers will hold
40 points against Tennessee
their first public intersquad
Tech last year.
"She (Johnson) is probably scrimmage, 6:30 p.m. tonight at
the best athlete in the OVC," Marshall County High School
in Draffenville.
Childers said.

WOMEN'S

BASKE1BALL

Intramural football continues
By MARK YOUNG

Staff Writer
The i ntramural football
league races are beating up
with several teams in each
league battling for the top spot.
In the Wonder Women league,
the Mean Machine is on top
with a 5·0 record. Alpha Gam·
ma Delta is also undefeated at
3-0, with the Untouchablelil

third at 5-l.
close behind wilh a 4-1 mark.
In the Fraternity-IFC league,
The Green Acres league is
Sigma Chi and ATO are tied also close with the Dawgs
with identical 3·0·1 marks with leading at 6.0 followed by the
Lambda Chi Alpha and Pi Kap· Unknowns at 5-l.
pa Alpha tied for second place
Coed basketball has begun
with 3-1 records.
with the Mix Mast~rs and Pet·
The Beverly Hillbillies league ticoat Junction tied for the ear·
is being tightly contested with ly lead at 1-0. The Mix Masters
the West Kentucky Express on defeated the God Squad 62-51,
top at 5-0. The Mutts are second while Petticoat Junction won
at 4-0-1, with the Second String over Alpha Omega 114-51.

~

QuaHty Jewelry
Repair and
Custom Design

NAGEL&I~EE

Jewelers
Dixieland Center
759-1141
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TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE

NTERIZATION SPECIAL

TOYOTA
QUALITY
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

Don't look back
A RACER RUNNER leads the
pack In the Ohio Valley Con·
ference championship meet at
Francis E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course last weekend. The
Racers were led by freshman
John Sweat, Douglasville, Ga.,
who finished In 11th place.

Toyota of Murray
515 S. 12th St.

753-4961

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

WHAT DOES
THE BIBLE SAY?
\

•About Man's Origin
• About Happiness
•About Sin
• About Alternate Ufe Styles
• About Abortions
• About Salvation
• About Ufe After Death

Tennis team travels to Indiana
By STEVE PARKER

"This tournament is strictly as it will be, I just want to see
for doubles teams." Purcell how our guys can do against
Some of the nation's top col- said " There will be no seeds or that caliber of talent," he said.
Tot1gh interconference play is
legiate tennis players will be on team scoring."
what Purcell has built his OVC
hand as members of the men's
success on and there is a good
tennis team travel to Bloomreason for that.
ington, Ind., this weekend.
"I like to play the best possi·
Purcell will take J ohn
Head coach Bennie Purcell Schneider and Jonas Bergrahm, ble competition in the fall,
will take four doubles teams to Tony Wretlund and Doug because it gives us an idea of
the Conve1·se Indiana Invita- Hawthorne, Tomas Hult and how good we are and it gives the
tional to compete against Rob Olmstead, and Geri younge1· players experience,"
Purcell said.
players from Indiana Universi· Sjocberg and Phil Billington.
ty, the University of Dlinois,
AJter the tournament in In·
Purcell is not sure how well
Ohio State University, Auburn his players will fair. but he is diana, Purcell will take several
University. University of not overly concerned with players to the National Indoor
Qualifying Tour nament in
Miami-Ohio and the University results.
of Oklahoma.
"With the competition as good Athens, Ga.
Assistant Sports Editor

I ENNIS

Connell named new 'Breds assistant
Former Murray State in- nell said. "I've done some
fielder Jay Connell has been previously with him (Reagan),
named the new assistant but this is going to be even more
baseball coach replacing Leon serious."
Wurth who left Oct. 10 to join
Connell lettered all four years
the Georgia Tech University for the 'Breds, playing second
baseball staff.
base for three years and shortHead coach J ohnny Reagan stop his senior year.
said Connell will act as assis·
Connell's responstbilities as
tant coach through the spring,
assistant
will include being in
when a full time aRsistant will
charge of team practice and
be hired.
making travel arrangements.
Connell, from McClure, Ill., is
Greg Doss, Louisville, is the
a graduate student in business
administration at M urray new graduate assistant for t he
State. He said as assistant. he 'Breds. He ts a 1987 graduate of
will be more involved in the Murray State who spent the
decision-making process than spring season playing in the St.
he was as a graduate assistant Louis organization with the
Class A Savannah Cardinals.
last year.
"I'll have to take time off for He suffered a broken thumb
recruiting in the spring," Con· which forced him to leave his

Murray-----

·'

OVC FOOTBALL STANDINGS

continued from Page 21
Hialeah, Fla. Two years ago,
Murray was starting a head of
Arterburn, but doesn't mind
this season's change.
"If there was anybody I had to
play behind it would be Glen,"
he said. "Glen is a great
receiver and one of the toughest
competitors I k now."
Many things have changed in
the football program since he
first walked onto the campus,
but Murray still enjoys Saturday afternoons.
" When a pass play comes into
the huddle and I'm t he primary
receiver , I still get chills;• Mur·
ray said.

position as catcher and rtlturn
to school.
Doss, a 'Bred catcher from
1983-1987, is currently working
toward a master's degree in
business administration. He
said he is uncertain about his
career plans afier the spring
semester , but be is thankful to
have to have his new position.
" If I decide I want to get into
coaching, this is an enviable op·
portunity," he said. "Coach
Reagan has so many contacts
a nd knows so many people, it
wouldn't be difficult lo get a
coaching job."
The new graduate assistant
will be working primarily with
the catchers and pitchers, but
he also is giving some hitting
instruction.
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EASTERN KENnJCKY

4

0

MIDDLE TENNESSEE

3

0

MURRAY STATE

2

2

TENNESSEE STATE

2

3

TENNESSEE TECH

1

2

MOREHEAD STATE

1

3

AUSTINPEAY

0

3
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READ THE MURRAy STATE NEWS READ THE MURRAy STATE NEW-;

If you want to know the answers to
these and other Bible questions. wrHe
for a free correspondence course!
Wortd Bible School
801 N. 12th St.
Murray

EGG'cEPTIONAL
OMELE1TES
.

Jerry's famous three-egg omelettes.

f1xed 'eggzactly' as you like 'em, with your choice
of fre:;h, delicious fillings.

Served with hash brown potatoes. toast, fresh fruit
gamish and a smile. all day, every day at
your favonte family restaurant!
1\o one brings more to lilt' table lhan ]prry':-.,.
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OFF
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, A·ll
Warm Ups
Men- Women
Children

All Shoes
300 Styles
Nike - Reebok - Tretorn
New Balance - Rockport
Converse and more!!!

All Fleece
Sportswear
by
Nike and Reebok

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

-

SPORTING GOODS
''EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE''
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844

